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Abstract 
In this thesis, multisample identified and non-identified structural 
equation models with stochastic constraints are studied by using a Bayesian 
approach. Goodness-of-fit test statistic, consistency and the asymptotic 
distribution of the parameter estimates are developed. The estimates are 
obtained by using a scoring type algorithm. Performances of various Bayesian 
estimates are also compared among themselves and with the ordinary maximum 
likelihood estimates in the case of linear stochastic constraints. A 
simulation study is conducted to examine the empirical behaviors of the 
Bayesian estimates with stochastic constraints. It is shown that various 
Bayesian estimates perform favourably with the ordinary maximum likelihood 
estimates, and the stochastic constraints are useful in model 
identification. In addition, simultaneous estimation with exact and 
stochastic constraints is also studied. The consistency and normality of the 
parameter estimates are established. A goodness-of-fit test statistic is 
also derived. Here, a multiplier method is used to obtain the solution. A 
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CHPATER ONE OVERVIEW OF CONSTRAINTED ESTIMATION OF STRUCTURAL 
EQUATION MODEL 
Analysis of structural equation models, also known as covariance 
structure analysis, latent variables models, causal modelling and path 
analysis has an important role in psychometries in recent years. Apart from 
psychome tries, it can also be applied to many other fields such as 
education, marketing research, econometrics and social sciences. Software 
packages for structural equation models are also available. For example, 
LISREL VII (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1984) and EQS (Bentler, 1985) are widely 
used by many researchers. 
The basic theory of structural equation models had already been studied 
by Joreskog (1978) and Bentler (1983). An important issue in structural 
equation models is to incorporate some auxiliary information into the 
analysis. The most familiar auxiliary information is exact constraints on 
the unknown parameters. It can easily be represented by an equality h(G)=0, 
where h is a vector valued differentiable function of the unknown parameter 
vector e. Therefore, exact con .raints can be represented by simple linear 
constraints to very complicated nonlinear constraints. There are two common 
reasons to incorporate exact constraints. First, one may need to fix some 
parameters in the model to achieve identification (see, e.g., Lawley & 
Maxwell, 1971). Second, there is profound interest in investigating the 
homogeneity of a model across different populations in the multisample 
analysis (see, e.g., Lee & Tsui, 1982). The widely used package programs 
like LISREL (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1984) and EQS (Bentler, 1985) have the 
option for setting up simple equality constraints. 
Apart from the exact constraints described above, some researchers in 
econometrics like Theil and Goldberger (1961), Theil (1963) and Toutenberg 
一 1 一 
(1982) had considered stochastic constraints in regression analysis. The 
stochastic constraints are defined by 
u = g(e) + e, 
where u is a m x 1 vector for specification of prior information which 
come from previous sample information or from introspection, 
g(e) is a m X 1 vector of differentiable functions of e, and 
e is a m X 1 random vector of error measurements with distribution 
N[g,r]. 
They had developed a mixed estimation method to incorporate the stochastic 
constraints in regression analysis. The motivation of the stochastic 
constraints is to incorporate more flexible information in statistical 
analyses, so that more accurate result can be obtained. Since there is a 
close relationship between structural equation models and regression 
analysis, Lee (1988) has incorporated the stochastic constraints in 
structural equation models based on the assumption that F is known. He also 
studied the asymptotic behaviour of the mixed estimator, and various 
goodness-of-fit tests were derived. However, it is not realistic to assume a 
known r in some applications. Therefore, in the context of a single group 
covariance structure analysis, Lee (1990) relaxed this unrealistic 
assumption by using a Bayesian approach. His simulation study indicated that 
the Bayesian estimates are more flexible and accurate than the ordinary 
maximum likelihood approach. 
The objective of this thesis is to extend Lee’s (1990) results to 
stochastic constraints in multisample analyses with identified and 
non-identified models using a Bayesian approach. The estimation procedure, 
asymptotic properties of the estimate and identification of model with 
stochastic constraints will be studied. The aim of using stochastic 
_ 2 _ 
constraints in model identification is obvious, since exact constraints may 
be too restrictive and interpretation may be difficult. In contrast, 
stochastic constraints are more flexible and realistic. 
In chapter two, the estimation procedure and the asymptotic properties 
of the Bayesian estimate with stochastic constraints will be investigated 
for both identified and non-identified models. In chapter three, 
simultaneous estimation with both stochastic and exact constraints will be 
analyzed, similar asymptotic properties as in chapter two will also be 
reported. Also, a simulation is included to give us some empirical ideas on 
the performances of various Bayesian estimates. Finally, a numerical example 
is also presented to illustrate the procedure described. 
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CHAPTER TWO MULTISAMPLE ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELS WITH 
STOCHASTIC CONSTRAINTS 
2.1 The Basic Model 
In this section, we will consider a set of G populations. It is assumed 
that the distribution of the i-th population is ], i=l,...,G, 
where is a q^x 1 true population unknown vector, and 
2 is a p X p matrix function of ？ , which may be identified or 
-io -io 
over-parameterized. 
Let be a vector of parameters associated with true population value 
and 9 be the q x 1 vector that consists of all the distinct unknown 
parameters in . . . C r o s s - p o p u l a t i o n parameters in the model are 
allowed, that is some parameters in may be equal to §」，i^j. Therefore, q 
G 1 
is less than or equal to Z q . Let S be the sample covariance matrix of a 
i = 1 1 -i 
random sample of size n^ from the i-th population, i=l,...,G. The following 
stochastic constraints are considered: 
u = g(e) + c, (1) 
where u is a m x 1 vector to specify the prior information, 
g = g(e) is a m X 1 vector of differentiable functions of 9, 
e is a m X 1 vector of error measurements with distribution N[0,T] 一 一 一 
with an unknown covariance matrix P. 
It is assumed that e,S ,...,S are mutually independent. Furthermore, we 
- - 1 - G 
will not assume any other prior information on 9, that is, the probability 
density function of 9 is proportional to a constant (see, Jeffreys, 1961 ； 
Zeliner, 1971). Therefore the joint density of G and r is proportional to 
p(r), the density of r. 
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2.2 Bayesian approach to nuisance parameters 
According to the above definition, there are two types of parameters, 
the structural parameters in 9 of interest and the nuisance parameters in r. 
The nuisance parameter matrix r will be removed by using the following 
procedure. 
Applying the Bayes theorem, one can show that the joint posterior 
density of e and r given information on S^, . . . and u, is equal to 
p(5,[|§i <x p(u|e,r) p(e,r), (2) 
where p(e,r) is the density function of 0 and r. Since S^, . . . ,S^ are 
independently Wishart distributed, therefore 
G -n /2 
p(S^,...,Sje) oc.njS. I e x p ( - — n. tr S . Z . ) , 
and from the definition of the stochastic constraints, 
p(u|e,r) « 丨 
Since no other prior information on 6 is available, p(e,r) is proportional 
to p(r), the density function of r. As a result, the posterior density of 9 
and r in (2) is proportional to 
p([)l[riZ2exp{- i(u-g)'r"^u-g)} X 
G -n /2 
.n IS. I 1 exp(- n. tr S.S. ). (3) 
1 = 1 - 1 2 1 -1-1 
In order to simplify the posterior density, different structures of the 
nuisance parameter matrix r are studied. The following structures of the 
nuisance parameter matrix F are considered: 
2.2.1 Posterior for 9 when r=cr^I 
This is the simplest situation in which the error measurements in c are 
2 
independent and with the same variance cr . Thus, only one nuisance parameter 
2 2 
<r is involved, and we need to specify the prior distribution for <r only. 
- 5 -
In this thesis, the appropriate conjugate family (see, Raffia & Schlaifer, 
1961; Lindley & Smith, 1972) is used to specify the prior distribution of 
P 2 2 
<r , which is here the inverse x family. Specifically, we assume that 
2 
is distributed as y , and hence 
<x ((r2)"•⑴exp(-i;l3/2<r2), (4) 
2 
where v and are given prior constants. This prior distribution of <r has a 
single mode at 
玲 ( 5 ) 
max V + Z 
2 
From (5), it can be seen that as v gets large, cr will be close to 玲. 
max 
Hence, we usually choose some large v, and choose jS according to the 
confidence of the prior knowledge on the variance of the stochastic 
2 
constraints. From (2) and (4), the joint posterior density of 9 and <r is 
given by 
m r I (u -g + v^ 
2 … p 、 f 2.-(V+m+2)/2 j = l j j 
p(e’(r IS ,u) <x ((T ) exp - ^ X 
一 -1 -G - L 2<r^ J 
G -n /2 n tr S 
„ , i i -i-i 
iSj?i" exp .- 2 . 
2 
The nuisance parameter cr can be eliminated by integrating the above density 
2 
with respect to <r . Since conjugate prior is used, the Joint posterior of G 
2 
and (T is proportional to the density of the inverse chi-squared 
distribution with parameters (i^+m) and {(u-g)'(u-g)+v3}/(v+m), therefore the 
expression on the right hand side can be rewritten in the following form, 
p(0,(r2|Si, . . • ,SG,y) <x p(<r2j —g), x 
G - n . / 2 r n t r S Z""^  
2 
and integrating with respect to cr will give the posterior density of 0 that 
can be expressed as 
_ 6 _ 
p(e|S, S_,u) OC { (U -g 厂…+m)/2 ^ 
- - 1 - G - j = l J J 
G -n./2 「 n tr S 1 
,n IS I 1 exp ——1 ； 一 . (6) 
1=1 -i ^ • 
2.2.2 Posterior of 9 when F is a diagonal matrix 
2 
Here, let r be a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements cr , j=l m. 
- J 
Thus, the error measurements in e are independent with different variances. 
So, there are m nusiance parameters in the model. Similar to 2.2.1, we also 
2 
use the inverse chi-squared family to specify the prior distribution of o y 
2 2 
Therefore, we assume that v ./3 ./cr. are independently distributed as for 
J J J j 
J=l, . . . ,m, where v . and (3. are prior constants. Thus the joint posterior 
J J 
density of e and is given by 
J 2 
m - ( V . + 3 ) / 2 「 （ U - g . ) /3 • 
’ . . . ， 】 e x p 二 2 乂 
L f j 
G -n./2 「 n^tr _ 
i W 1 exp - i 厂 . 
• • 
Similar to 2.2.1, the expression on the right hand side can be rewritten as 
the product of m inverse chi-squared density as shown below, 
G -n./2 「 n^tr S^Z"^ 
p(e,(r2, . . . ,<r2|§i, • . . (X iJi l^il 1 exp - - ^ x 
La • 
m ( 。 （ U - g 3 、 r y + 1 、 / ( u . - g e + l ) / 2 
( Y " , V + 1 ) • 厂 — 2 j j - • 
“‘ V j J \ X V. ^ 
If we integrate the above density with respect to the nuisance parameters 
… w e can obtain the posterior density of 9 as follows, 
1 m -
p(e|s,,... OC n { ( u g . ) ^ + V s . } X 
- - 1 - G - j = l J J J J 
m -n./2 「 n tr S 1 
1 exp 卜 i 广 j. (7) 
_ 7 _ 
2.2.3 posterior of 6 when r is a general positive definite matrix 
Here, the conjugate prior distribution for T is the inverted Wishart 
distribution with known positive definite matrix R and known degrees of 
freedom p, (see, Zeliner 1971; Lindley & Smith 1972; and Lee 1981). Thus 
r tr R 
P(r) <x _ ^ , 
_ • 
and hence, 
G -n^/2 「 n^tr S Z ' ^ -
p(e,r|s .... <x n |s | 丄 exp ^ x 
— — — 1 — G — 1 = 1 — 1 ^ 
k J 
r tr (A+R) 
| [ 丨 厂 exp 2 , 
• • 
where A = (y — — g)’. Now we need to remove r from the above density by 
integrating with respect to r. Since p(e,r|S^, . . . is proportional to 
the density of inverted Wishart distribution, the posterior of G is found to 
be 
G -n./2 「 n tr S 1 
p ( e|S ,u) oc .IT ISJ 1 exp - i 9 十 | A + R「(P+i)Z2 (g) 
1 G 1 = 1 1 么 
• • 
2.3 Estimation and algorithm 
For different structures of r, the posterior densities of 6 are 
obtained in (6), (7) and (8). Our Bayesian estimate is defined as the modal 
estimate of the posterior density, see, Lindley & Smith (1972). Instead of 
maximizing the posterior density directly, we consider the -log of the 
A 
posterior density. Our Bayesian estimate G^, k=l,2,3 for the three different 
structures of r can be obtained by minimizing the following objective 
functions: 
F (e) = F(e) + i e (e), k = 1,2,3 (9) 
k - _ N k -
where N = n +•••+ n , 
1 G' 
G n 
F ( e ) ^ {logiS I + tr(S S"^) - log IS I - p}, ( 1 0 ) 
- i =1 N -i -i一i -i 
m 
B (0) = (y + m) log{ Z (u - g f + (11) 
1 J=1 J j 
- 8 -
B� ( e ) (v + 1) l og{(u - g f + (12) 
2 - j=l j j j J J 
B^(e) = (p + 1) log IA + Rl. (13) 
It can be seen that F(G) is the ordinary maximum likelihood function in 
multisample structural equation models (see, e.g. Lee & Tsui, 1982), and 
B ( e),s are the functions that related to the stochastic constraints. Since 
k -
F ( e ) is a nonlinear function of 9 , no closed form solution can be obtained 
k - 一 
in most cases. Therefore, a scoring type algorithm (see, Lee & Jennrich, 
八 
1979) is employed in obtaining 9 . Before going into the details of the 
Ic 
algorithm, we define the following symbols for convenience. Let 
B (9) be the q x 1 gradient vector of B (9), 
-k - k 一 
H ( e ) be the q x q Hessian matrix of B, (0), 
-k - k -
F(e) be the q x 1 gradient of F(0), and 
1(e) be the q x q information matrix of 6. 
Expressions for B (6) and H (9) can be obtained by successive 
""k 一 k 
differentiation of B (9) and they are included in Appendix A for reference. 
k -
Also differetiating F(e) will give 
G n 
F(e) = - 2 ^ A, ( Z ® vec(S.- S ) ’ （14) 
- 一 i=i N I -i -I -1 -1 
dZ ^ 
a ^ 
where A = is the q x p matrix of partial derivatives, and 
i od 
vecCS - Z ) denotes the vector that consists of elements of (S -E ), 
一 i -i -i -i 
taken row by row in order, and 
® is the right Kronecker (direct) product of two matrices. 
Besides, we can also obtain that 
G n 
1(e) = s A (z ® 2 r V . (15) 
- 一 1=1 N i -i -i i 
Let the estimate in i-th iteration be §(。. Then, in the i-th iteration 
AG will be computed according to the following formula 
Ae = - p I (e)"^F (e), 
- -k _ -k -
一 9 一 
where p is the step-size parameter, 
I (e) = K G ) + H, (e), and (16) 
— k 一 — — N — k -
F (e) = F(G) + - i - B, (e). (17) 
-k - - N -k -
Then the (i+l)th estimate is computed by 
= e⑴ + Ae. 
• • 一 
The procedure will be repeated until the maximum absolute difference between 
§(i+i)and §(i) is sufficiently small. 
The algorithm is very efficient if 1^(9) is positive definite. In fact, if 
the model is identified, 1(9) is positive definite, however H (§) may not be 
—' 一 
positive definite. Therefore a sufficient condition for H^(e) to be 
nonnegative definite is derived and proofs can be found in Appendix B. The 
results are summarized in the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1 If g(G) is a linear function of 6’ 
r = cr^ l , and 
mmm — 
v/3 (u - g,)2’ (18) 
i =1 1 1 
then H (9) is nonnegative definite. 
- 1 -
Lemma 2 If g(e) is a linear function of G, 
2 
r is a diagonal matrix with diagonal element cr , j=l,...,m and, 
— J 
“ ( U j - g j ) 2， j = l， . . . ’ m ( 1 9 ) 
then H (9) is nonnegative definite. 
- 2 -
Lemma 3 If g(e) is a linear function of 6, 
r is a general positive definite matrix and, 
R - k(u-g)(u-g)' is positive semidefinite, (20) 
where k=(y_g),芒一i (y—g), 
then H^(0) is nonnegative definite. 
The conditions stated above are only sufficient conditions but not 
necessary for H^(e) to be nonnegative definite. We can see that the lemmas 
- 1 0 -
apply to linear restrictions only. If other nonlinear restriction g(0) is 
considered, the conditions required for a nonnegative H^(e) may involve some 
restrictions on the second derivative of g(e). In this thesis, from now on, 
we assume the stochastic constraints are well-behaved, so that H^(e^) is 
nonnegative definite. 
In case of non-identified model, I (e) will be singular. Thus, the 
Bayesian approach is going to add the term N'^H^(G) to I (9), so that we can 
obtain a positive definite I (9). This is very similar to the 
Ic 
ridge-regression approach or the approach given by Marquardt(1963). In 
Marquardt's (1963) approach, an auxiliary matrix 6E, where E is an identity 
matrix and 5 is a large enough positive value, is added to 1(6), so that the 
resultant matrix is positive definite. Here, H (9) has the similar function 
Jv 
but it has much better interpretation that Marquardt,s approach. 
2.4 Asymptotic properties of the Bayesian estimate 
In the previous sections, we described how to obtain the Bayesian 
estimate. Now we are going to derive the asymptotic properties of the 
estimate, so that we can make further statistical inference. First, we will 
consider the simpler situation that the model is identified. 
2.4.1 Identified models 
Let n c R^ be a closed and bounded parameter set. We consider the 
following regularity conditions on 9 and the model. 
(a) 9 is an interior point of Q. 
(b) All elements of the q x p^ matrix A = dZ /dO, i=l,...，G, are continuous 
i 一 i 一 
on an open neighborhood W of §。 in Q. 
(c) The matrix (A , A ,…，A ) has full rank q in a neighborhood of G • 
1 2 G — o 
- 1 1 -
(d) The covariance matrices S ,i=l,...,G are positive definite. 
-lO 
(e) d is identified, that is, Z (e )=S (e*), i=l,...,G, imply 6 = 9*. 
一 o 一 i 一 o i — o 
(f) The functions B (9), B (9) and H (e),i=l,k are bounded in a neighborhood 
k - k - -k -
Of e . 
—o 
Under these regularity conditions, the following propositions can be proved 
and the proofs can be found in Appendix C.l, C.2 and C,3. 
A 
Proposition 1. The Bayesian estimate e^ is consistent. 
1 / 2 八 
Proposition 2. The asymptotic distribution of N (G^- 6^) is multivariate 
normal with zero mean and covariance matrix 
G 
2{ S c A (S ® Z 。 。 ， (21) 
i=l i I -i -i i 0 = 6 
— - o 
where c. is a constant between 0 and 1, and n./N tends to c^ 
as N tends to infinity. 
A 
Proposition 3. The asymptotic distribution of NF(G ) is chi-squared with 
Gp(p+l)/2-q degrees of freedom. 
By using proposition 2, we can approximate the standard error of the 
A 
elements of e from the square root of the diagonal elements of the matrix 
-k 
given in (21). Thus approximate confidence intervals can be constructed by 
standard methods. While proposition 3 allows us to test the goodness-of-fit 
of the model including the stochastic constraints. 
The three propositions about the Bayesian estimate are similar to that 
of the usual maximum likelihood estimate. Such results are reasonable 
because the objective function of the Bayesian approach will be equal to the 
maximum likelihood's objective function asymptotically. Another point which 
should be emphasized is that the goodness-of-fit test statistic considered 
/V A 
here is NF(e ) but not NF (9 ). In case of a known r, the goodness-of-f it 
-k k -k 一 
test statistic is N times the minimum of the objective function (see, Lee, 
1988). This can be done because the portion of objective function due to 
- 1 2 -
stochastic constraints is also chi-squared distributed. However our case is 
different, the term in the objective function that corresponds to the 
stochastic constraints (i.e. (9)) does not have a chi-squared 
k 一 
distribution. Furthermore, this term will change with different structures 
A 
of r, therefore it is difficult to trace the distribution of NF^(e^). 
Since the stochastic constraints will provide more information about 
the model, we expect the Bayesian estimate should be better than the maximum 
likelihood estimate. To compare the two estimates, we evaluate them by the 
mean square error (MSE). Similar methods had already been applied in 
� 
regression analysis (see, e.g. Toutenberg, 1982). We now define 9 to be the 
maximum likelihood estimate without the stochastic constraints and the mean 
square error of an estimator 9 be 
MSE(e) = E(e - e )(e - e )', (22) 
一 — — o _ — o 
and e is better than 6 if MSE(9 ) - M S E O . ) is nonnegative definite. With 
— 1 _ 2 " " 2 一丄 
these definitions, we can prove the following propositions and the details 
of the proofs can be found in Appendix C.4 
A 
Proposition 4. The asymptotic mean square error of 9 is 
JV 
I (G )'^[2I(e ) + 4 - b (e )B (e ) M I (e and (23) 
-k -o - 一 o N 一 k -o -k _o — k _o 
(a) if g(e) is a linear function of 9, 
2 
r = (T I, and 
(u-g(ej)'(u-g(ej) ^ then 
八 〜 
G is better than 9. 
- 1 -
(b) if g(e) is a linear function of 9 
r is diagonal matrix with distinct diagonal elements 
cr^, j=l m, and 
m (i^  + l)(u - g (e ))2 
1 _ S ""^ ^ — — ^ > 0, then 
2 [ y 6 . - (u - g . ( G ))2] 
j J j J - o 
- 1 3 -
A 〜 
9 is better than 9. 
- 2 -
(c) if g(e) is a linear function of e, 
r is a general positive definite matrix, and 
R - k ^ + ^ (u-g(e ))(u-g(e ))， is nonnegative 
- 2 2 - ® -o - * -o 
_ L J 
definite, where k = (u-g(e^))' R'^ )), then 
A 〜 
e is better than 9 . 
- 3 -
We can see that for an observed u, if the conditions stated in 
proposition 4 are satisfied, then the performance of the Bayesian estimate 
is better than maximum likelihood estimate. However, the converse may not be 
true, it is because the inequalities are conservative, and the details 
involved can be found in Appendix C.4. The intuitive meanings of the 
conditions are not difficult to understand. All the conditions stated 
involve the difference (u-g(e^)) which measures the accuracy of the prior 
information given by the vector u. On the other hand, the conditions also 
depend on the value of the prior constants that indicate our confidence on 
the accuracy of u. From proposition 4(a), we can see that the Bayesian 
estimate can perform better than maximum likelihood estimate if 3 is large. 
However, a large 3 means that we are not confident about the prior 
information and the Bayesian estimate will put less weight on the stochastic 
constraints. 
We should also be careful that the conditions involve the unknown 
population parameter 9 . If we want to use propositon 4 in determining the 
prior constant, an estimate of will be needed. An intuitive choice is the 
maximum likelihood estimate G without the stochastic constraints. By 
replacing §。 with 6, we can obtain a rough estimate of the prior constants. 
_ 14 _ 
2.4.2 Non-identified models 
If a model is not identified, the unique true population parameter 
vector e and the unique parameter estimate do not exist. The asymptotic 
-o 
properties of the non-identified models have been studied thoroughly by 
Shapiro (1986). Although the asymptotic properties of the non-identified 
models are available, there are no feasible algorithms in the field to find 
a solution without imposing exact constraints on the model. Imposing exact 
constraints is effective, however sometimes they may not be realistic and 
may cause difficulties in interpreting the model. In contrast, stochastic 
constraints are more flexible and easier to interprete. Furthermore, we can 
show that the Bayesian estimate is asymptotically equivalent to the maximum 
likelihood estimate for a non-identified model. Therefore, application of 
stochastic constraints on non-identified models is studied in this section. 
Here we also need to assume some regularity conditions as below. 
(a) e is an interior point of Q. 
-O 
(b) All elements of the q x p^ matrix A.=a2^/ae, i=l,...,G’ are continuous 
on an open neighborhood W of G^ in Q. 
(c) The matrix (A , A , ... ’A ) has same rank s ^ q in a neighborhood of G . 
1 2 G G 
(d) The covariance matrices S ,i=l，...，G are positive definite. 
-io 
(e) The matrix I (9 )=I(e )+ i H (9 ) is positive definite. 
— k 一 o 一 一 o N 一 k 一 o 
(f) The functions B (9), B (9) and H (e),i=l,2,3 are bounded in a 
k - k - -k -
neighborhood of §。• 
The regularity conditions in this section have some important difference 
from that of section 2.4.1. The major changes are in (c) and (e). First, we 
relaxed the assumption that the model is identified. Thus, we do not need to 
require the matrix • • • to have full rank, as a result I(e^) will 
be singular. So the identification assumption is replaced by requiring 
- 1 5 -
I (e ) to be positive definite. Under the conditions given in lemma 1 to 
-k -o 
lemma 3, I (9 ) will be positive definite if the stochastic constraints are 
-k -o 
suitably imposed. Subject to these regularity conditions, we can prove the 
following propostitions and the proofs are included in Appendix D.l to D.4. 
Proposition 5. The Bayesian estimate for non-identified models is 
consistent. 
1 / 2 A 
Proposition 6. The asymptotic distribution of N (9^- 6^) is multivariate 
normal with zero mean and covariance matrix 
— - O 
A 
Proposition 7. The asymptotic distribution of NF(e^) is chi-squared with 
degrees of freedom Gp(p+l)/2 - rankCA^, . . . , A^). 
Proposition 8. The Bayesian estimate with stochastic constraints is 
asymptotically equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimate 
for a non-identified model. 
We can see that the Bayesian estimate is consistent and it converges to 
a unique solution. Besides, it has an asymptotic multivariate normal 
distribution with covariance matrix stated in (24). However, the covariance 
matrix is more complicated than the one for identified model. It is because 
the matrix 1(9 ) is singular for a non-identified model and (24) cannot be 
—-*o 
simplified further. By using proposition 6, we can still construct 
approximate confidence intervals and test various null hypotheses by 
standard methods. While the goodness-of-fit test is provided by proposition 
7. This test statistic is similar to the one given by Shapiro (1986) for a 
non-identified model. 
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CHAPTER THREE HULTISAMPLE ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELS WITH 
EXACT AND STOCHASTIC CONSTRAINTS 
It is common that some auxiliary information is in the form of exact 
constraints while some of them are stochastic. In this situation, we will 
develop estimation theory for analyzing structural equation models with 
both exact and stochastic constraints. 
3.1 The Basic Model 
In this section, we still consider a set of G populations, in which the 
distribution of the i-th population is ], i=l G’ where 
P and S has same definitions as in section 2.1. Let g be a vector of 
^io -i i 
parameters with true population value and G be the q x 1 vector that 
consists of all the unknown parameters in , . . . , . Here, we do not need to 
assume all the parameters in 9 are distinct. Instead, the cross-group 
parameters can be considered by including them into the exact constraints. 
G 
Therefore, q is equal to Z q . Let S be the sample covariance matrix of a 
i = 1 i — i 
random sample of size n^ from the i-th population, i=l,...,G. The following 
stochastic and exact constraints are considered： 
u = g(e) + e, and (25) 
h(e) = g, (26) 
where u is a m x 1 vector to specify the prior information, 
g = g(e) is a m X 1 vector of differentiable functions of 9, 
G is a m X 1 vector of error measurements with distribution N[0,r] 
with an unknown covariance matrix r, and 
h(e) is a r X 1 vector of differentiable functions of 9. 
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Same as section 2.1, it is assumed that S^ are mutually 
independent, and no other prior information on G is available except (25) 
and (26). 
3.2 Bayesian approach to nuisance parameters & estimation procedures 
Since the distributional assumption in this chapter is the same as 
chapter two, the derivation of the posterior density will be the same, hence 
the details are omitted. The objective function will be given by (9), and 
A 
our Bayesian estimate will be the G^ that minimizes F^(e) subject to the 
exact constraints given in (26). Therefore, it becomes a standard 
constrained optimization problem. The Lagrangian multiplier method is 
A 
employed to estimate the parameters. Therefore the Bayesian estimate e^ can 
be obtained by solving the following simultaneous equations: 
F (e ) + L(e = 0, (27) 
-k -k - -k -
h(0 ) = 0, (28) 
- - k — 
where L(G) is a r x q matrix of partial derivatives of h(e), and 
X is a r X 1 vector of Lagrangian multiplier. 
We also let A j [•；, 2’，. . .，9，], , A?: [2’ ’ ^ ^ 9, ’ . ••’ 9, ], ’ • •.， 
A =[0, 0, ,•’],, where • is the q x p^ matrix of partial derivatives of 
G _ — G i i 
as and thus A is the q x p^ matrix of partial derivatives of dZ /dO. 
-i i 1 
In chapter two, we allow cross group parameters to be considered, therefore 
the A. may not have (q-q^) rows of zero. However, the cross group parameters 
can be incorporated into the exact constraints, the A^ will be simpler. The 
expressions of F(e), I(0), B (9) and H (6) are the same as chapter two. 
Since no closed form solution exists for the nonlinear equations in 
(27) and (28) for most cases, the multiplier method (Bertsekas, 1976) will 
A 
be employed to find the solution This method has been applied to 
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structural equation models in many situations (e.g. Lee & Tsui, 1982), and 
the results were found to be satisfactory. The procedure is to consider the 
augmented Lagrangian function 
r 
G (G) = F (e) + e'h(G) + b - ZMhie)} (29) 
i - k - _i一 一 i t = l t 一 
where {b } is an increasing sequence of positive scalar, {e^} is a sequence 
i 
of r X 1 vectors and 0(x) is a positive differentiable function such that 
2 
^(x) = 0 iff X = 0. In our case, 0(x) is taken to be x /2. The main steps of 
the procedure are given below. 
(i) For given b^, e. and a starting value of 9, search for a minimum of 
G (e). 
i 一 
(ii) Increase b^ to b^^^ and set 
^ i + i ⑴ 二 e j t ) + t = l , . . .’r 
where •<(> is the first derivative of 
Then update i and go to (i) again. The process will proceed until the 
absolute difference between and e^^^ is sufficiently small. 
Thus the multiplier method involves sequential minimization of G^ (9) in 
(29). A scoring type algorithm (see, Lee & Jennrich, 1979) is employed to 
obtain We let 
F(j) be the j-th element of F(G), 
B (j) be the j-th element of B, (G), 
-k 一 k 一 
I (j,l) be the (j,l)-th element of I (9) 
k K 
h^(e) be the t-th element of h(e), 
L j i ) be the (t,i)-th element of L(G), 
j,1) be the (j,l)-th element of the second derivative of h^(G), and 
'<j> is the secondary derivative of (p. 
Then the basic steps of the algorithm is given by 
AG = -p U (e)"^G (G), (30) 
- i - 1 -
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where p is the step-size parameter, 
= F ( j ) + i - B ^ ( j ) + c ^ - . t ^ e i U ) L t ( i )， （31) 
r r 
and U (j,l) = Ik(j,l) + + j, 1) (32) 
At the end of each step, 6 is replaced by e + AO, and the iteration will be 
repeated until root mean square of G^ or AO is sufficiently small. 
3.3 Asymptotic properties of the Bayesian estimate 
The mixed estimation procedure of the Bayesian estimate is given in 
section 3.2, we are going to study the asymptotic behavior of the estimate, 
so that we can test the goodness-of-f it of the model and make inference on 
the unknown parameters. First, we study the identified models. 
3.3.1 Identified models 
Here, we need to assume a set of mild regularity conditions. Let Q € R^ 
be a closed and bounded parameter set, u) c Q and elements in o) satisfy the 
exact constraints h(e)=0. The following regularity conditions are assumed: 
(a) e is an interior point of u). 
—o 
(b) All the elements in the q x p^ matrices A^, i=l,...,G are continuous on 
an open neighbourhood W of in Q. 
(c) S , i=l G are positive definite. 
-io 
(d) All elements in L(G) are continuous in W. 
(e) The r x q matrix L 二 L(e ) is of rank r. 
— O 一 — o 
(f) The matrix valued function g(G) = [A^, . . . ] has same rank for all 
e € W. 
- i(e) L'l 
(g) The matrix is non-singular. That is the model is identified L 0 _ ^ • 
by imposing exact constraints. 
(h) B ( e ) , B ( e ) and H (G) are all bounded functions of 9 in a neighbourhood 
k - -k -k - -
- 2 0 -
of e . 
-o 
Under these regularity conditions, we can prove the following propositions 
concerning the Bayesian estimate and the proofs are given in Appendix E. 
A 
Proposition 9 . The Bayesian estimate 9 is consistent. 
Iv 
1/2 A 1/2'^  
Proposition 10. The Joint asymptotic distribution of N (9^- e^) and N X 
is multivariate normal with zero mean vector and covariance 
matrix 
「 i ( e ) L , r i 「 1 ( 0 ) 0 1 ri(e ) L ' f i 
2 - -o -o ——o _ - _o -o (33) 
L 0 0 0 L 0 
L —o _ J _ “ 一 o 
八 
Proposition 11. Asymptotic distribution of NFCe^^) is chi-squared with 
degrees of freedom Gp(p+l)/2 - q + r. 
Proposition 12. Let the exact constraints can be partitioned into 
� ( § ) -
_ = h ( e ) = 2 , 
- 2 -
m • 
where h (6) is a j x 1 vector valued function of 9, and 
- 1 -
h (e) is a (r-j) X 1 vector valued function of e. 
- 2 -
Also let e ⑴ be the Bayesian estimate subjects to h (e)=0 
-k 1 
and the stochastic constraints. Then the asymptotic 
distribution of NF(G ) - N F ( e⑴） i s chi-squared with (r-j) 
-k -k 
degrees of freedom. 
From proposition 9 to proposition 12, we can see that the Bayesian estimates 
have similar asymptotic properties as the maximum likelihood estimate 
without the stochastic constraints. Therefore we can perform the 
goodness-of-fit test, construct approximate confidence intervals as usual. 
Furthermore, by proposition 12, we can test the validity of hypothesis like 
H : h ( e ) = 0 . 
o -2 - -
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3.3.2 Non-identified models 
A generalization of 3.3.1 is to consider n o n -identified models in the 
sense that the model is not identified if we impose exact constraints only. 
Here we will consider a set of less restrictive regularity conditions below. 
(a) e is an interior point of Q. 
(b) All the elements in the q x p^ matrices A^, i=l G are continuous on 
an open neighbourhood W of in Q. 
(c) Z , i=l,...,G are positive definite. 
- i o 
(d) All elements in L(e) are continuous in W. 
(e) The r x q matrix L = L(e ) is of rank r. 
^ - o - - O 
(f) The matrix valued function g(G) = [A^, . . . ] has same rank for all 
e € W . 
mm • 
(g) The matrix V ^ ) t, is non-singular. That is the model 
L 0 
• 一 一 J 
is identified by imposing exact & stochastic constraints. 
(h) B (e). B (e) and H (9) are all bounded functions of 9 in a neighbourhood 
k - ~k - -k - _ 
of e . 
一 o 
To relax the identification conditions, a change is made in (g). The 
new condition is less restrictive than the one in section 3.3.1. Under these 
regularity conditions, we can derive similar asymptotic properties of the 
Bayesian estimate as before. The results are summarized in the following 
propositions and their proofs can be found in Appendix F. 
A 
Proposition 13. The Bayesian estimate 9 is consistent. 
Jv 
1 / 2 八 ^ 
Proposition 14. The joint distribution of N (9^- §。） and A is multivariate 
normal with zero mean and covariance matrix 
「1 (e ) L ' T V 1 ( e ) 0 1「1, O ) L'l"^ 
2 _ k - o - O o - k - O - o ( 3 4 ) 
L 0 0 0 L 0 
L —o - J - ~ •• O “ . - 2 2 -
A 
Proposition 15. The asymptotic distribution of NF(e^) is chi-squared with 
degrees of freedom Gp(p+l)/2 一 rank(V*), where 
^ raz (e.) dzjG*)] 2 
V = -1 7 is the (q-r) x G p」 p a r t i a l o a e* , • • • , do* 
m _ • 
derivatives, and 9* is the (q-r) x 1 reparameterized 
parameter vector according to h(e)=0, such that 
0 = (g(5*),, e•’）’ and h(g(e*)' , 9 、 ） = 0 for some r x 1 
vector valued function g(e )• 
Proposition 16. Let the exact constraints can be partitioned into 
� V ? ) -
_ = h (6) = 
- 2 -_ • 
where h O ) is a j x 1 vector valued function of 6, and 
- 1 -
h ( e ) is a (r-j) x 1 vector valued function of 9. 
- 2 - _ 
Also let 0(1) be the Bayesian estimate subjects to h (0)=O 
-k 1 
and the stochastic constraints. Then the asymptotic 
distribution of NF(8 ) 一 N F ( 0⑴） i s chi-squared with (r-j) 
-k -k 
degrees of freedom. 
Therefore, we can still arrive at similar asymptotic properties for 
non-identified models. 
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CHAPTER FOUR SIMULATION STUDIES AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
We have developed the estimation methods and asymptotic properties of 
the Bayesian estimate. To illustrate the results, simulation studies are 
conducted and a numerical example is also presented. 
4.1 Simulation study for identified model with stochastic constraints 
First, we will study the behavior of the Bayesian estimate in an 
identified model. In particular, we consider a model with three populations, 
each of them has a multivariate normal distribution with zero mean vector 
and covariance matrix equals to the following confirmatory factor analysis 
model (Joreskog, 1969): 
Z = A $ A + 屯 ， i=l,2，3, (35) 一 i -i-i-i -i 
where 八 is the factor loading matrix, 
一 i 
少 is the factor covariance (or correlation) matrix, and 
_i 
^ is a diagonal matrix of uniqueness variances. 
一 i 
The simulation is based on the following true population values of A^, 
$ and 屯 : 
-i -i 
'0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0' 
h,= . 
[O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
' 1 . 0 0 .6 " 
$ = , and 
- i 0.6 1.0 
m • 
屯 = 0 . 3 6 I , (36) 
-i -8 
where I is the 8 x 8 identity matrix. _8 
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To identify the model, the off diagonal elements in and 〜 
A (k,l), i=l,2,3,4, k=5,6,7,8’ i=l,2’3 are all fixed at zero and assumed to 
be known, so that these elements will not be estimated. Under these 
settings, the model is identified with 51 unknown parameters. 
4.1.1 Simulations with accurate stochastic constraints 
Consider the hypothetical situation that the stochastic constraints are 
very accurate, that is, (u - is equal to zero. So the following 
stochastic constraints are incorporated in the study: 
SCA: A^Cr,!) = A^(r,l) + e^ , r,t = 1,2,3,4, 
八2(。2) = A^(r,2) + e^ , r,t = 5,6,7,8, 
八3(。1) = A^(r,l) + Ct , r = 1,2,3,4’ t = 8 + r, 
八3(厂’2) = Ai(r,2) + e^ , r = 5,6,7,8’ t = 8 + r. (37) 
In SCA, there are 16 accurate stochastic constraints. The errors e^..•. 
are assumed to be independently and identically distributed as N[0,<r ]. We 
assume the three populations to have same sample sizes. Here, the sample 
sizes are chosen to be n^=100, 200, 400, i=l,2,3 respectively. To study the 
effect of the prior constant on the Bayesian estimate, we consider the 
following Bayesian estimates and maximum likelihood estimate 
(i) BAYl: 1^=5’ 13=0.5, 
(ii) BAY2: v=5, 3=1.0, 
(iii) BAY3: v=10, <3=0.5, 
(iv) BAY4: v=10, 13=1.0’ and 
(V) MLE: ordinary maximum likelihood estimate without stochastic 
constraints. 
Since (u - g ( e )) = 0, all the prior constants in BAYl to BAY4 will satisfy 
— * —o 一 
the conditions in Lemma 1’ that is H (9 ) is nonnegative definite. For each 
- 1 - O 
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sample size, 50 samples were simulated and the 5 methods listed above were 
applied to the 50 samples. Then we computed 
(i) the mean of the estimates, 
(ii) the root mean squares (RMS) difference between the various estimates 
and the population values, and 
八 八 
(iii) the SE-RATIO which equals to SE(e^(i))/SD(e^(i)) ’ 
A 
where 症（e (i)) is the mean of 50 replications of the standard error 
-k 
八 
estimates of 9 (i) obtained from the program, and 
-k 
A 
SD(e (i)) is the empirical sampling standard deviation of the 50 
-k 
Bayesian estimates. 
The values of the mean, RMS and SE-RATIO of the estimates for some 
arbitrarily chosen parameters are presented in Table 1 and Table 2. From the 
result, we can see that: 
(i) The performances of various Bayesian estimates compare favorably with 
performance of the maximum likelihood estimate when the stochastic 
constraints are accurate. Since BAYl to BAY4 satisfy the condition given 
in proposition 4(a), these observations agree with the proposition. 
(ii) The performances of the Bayesian estimates are similar. 
(iii) The accuracy of the estimates increases with sample size which agrees 
with the result given in proposition 2. 
(iv) The SE-RATIOS are close to one for various Bayesian estimates. That 
means the standard error estimates for the parameter estimates are 
acceptable. 
In each combination, we obtained 50 goodness-of-fit test statistics 
A 
N(e ), and 50 Bayesian estimates for each parameter. These statistics and 
-k 
estimates are analyzed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. According to 
proposition 3, the goodness-of-fit test statistic should have 57 degrees of 
- 2 6 -
freedom )• Also from proposition 2, (§ (j)-e^(j))/SE(e^(j)) should be 
57 
A 
distributed as N(0,1). The p-value of the K-S test for as well as 
number of parameter estimates failed in K-S test for normality at 
significant level 0.95 are presented in Table 3. 
According to the summary given in Table 3, we can see that the 
parameter estimates are reasonably normally distributed. Also, the 
goodness-of-fit tests are chi-squared for various sample sizes. Therefore, 
the empirical behavior of the statistic agrees with the asymptotic theory 
given in proposition 2 and 3. 
4.1.2 Simulations with inaccurate stochastic constraints 
In this section, we study the behavior of the Bayesian estimate with 
some inaccurate stochastic constraints on identified models. We still assume 
the same model as in (36), but with a set of inaccurate stochastic 
constraints as below: 
SCB: A^Cr,!) = A^(r,l) + e^ , r,t : 1,2,3,4, 
八2(1%2) = A^(r,2) + c^ ’ r’t = 5,6,7,8, 
八3(r,l) = A^(r,l) + 0.2 + e^ , r = 1,2’3,4, t = 8 + r, 
A^(r,2) = A^(r,2) + 0.2 + e^ , r = 5,6,7,8, t = 8 + r. (38) 
Therefore, the first eight stochastic constraints are accurate, while the 
last eight are not. The errors e— c,^ are still assumed to be 
1 16 
independently and identically distributed as N[0,cr^]. The simulation design 
and the prior constants are same as section 4.1.1. It should be noted that 
(u-g(e )) is no longer zero and (u_g(9 ))' (u-g(e )) is equal to 0.32. 
一 » 一 o 一 一 O O 
However, the four Bayesian estimates under consideration satisfy the 
conditions given in Lemma 1. Therefore H^(G) is nonnegative definite in 
these simulation studies. 
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In this study, the means of the estimates, root mean squares 
differences and the SE-RATIOs were computed. They are listed in Table 4 and 
Table 5 for some arbitrarily chosen parameters. From these results, we can 
observe the followings: 
(i) For BAYl(v=5,/3=0.5)» the stochastic constraints do not satisfy the 
condition given in proposition 4. However the difference in MSE may be 
too small to be detected by the RMS. While the other three Bayesian 
estimates perform favorably with ordinary maximum likelihood estimate. 
(ii) The accuracy of the estimates also increases with sample size. 
(iii) The SE-RATIOs of various Bayesian estimates are close to one. That 
means the standard error estimates are quite accurate in these cases. 
Apart from the accuracy of parameter estimates, the empirical 
distributions of the goodness-of-fit test statistic and the parameter 
A 
estimates are analyzed by the K-S test. The p-values for NF(e^) and number 
of parameters failed in K-S test at significant level 0.95 are presented in 
Table 6. 
From Table 6, we can see that the goodness-of-f it test statistics are 
distributed as chi-squared with 57 degrees of freedom for various sample 
sizes. The parameter estimates seem to be normally distributed for moderate 
and large sample sizes. We can see the deviation from normality for small 
sample size, however the deviation tends to be smaller if a large v and /3 
are chosen. For instance, BAY4(v=10,/3=l) has fewer parameter estimates 
failed in the K-S test, but it puts less weight on the stochastic 
constraints. 
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4.2 Simulation study for non-identified models with stochastic constraints 
Another aspect which should be studied is the performances of various 
Bayesian estimates in non-identified models. Similar to section 4.1, both 
accurate and inaccurate stochastic constraints will be considered. 
4.2.1 Simulations with accurate stochastic constraints 
In the simulation study, a model with three populations is considered, 
and the non-identified multisample model is defined by 
IS = A $ A, + 少 ， i=l,2,3 
-i -i-i-i 一 i 
with the following true population values： 
• 1.0 0.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 ‘ 
A ； = , 
[ 0 . 0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 
“ 1 . 0 0 .6 1 
$ = , 屯 . = 0 . 3 6 I . (39) 
-i , -1 -8 
1 0.6 1.0 _ • 
In the analysis’ only 八1(1,2) and 八 丄 ⑵ “ a r e fixed at the true value zero, 
all remaining parameters are treated as unknown. Thus, the total number of 
unknown parameters is 73, and the models corresponding to the second and 
third populations are not identified. The following set of stochastic 
constraints are used： 
see： A ^ C l , j ) = j) + j,t = 1,2, 
八2(2，j) 二八1(2,j) + V j = 1,2’ t = j + 2, 
八3(1’J)=八i(l,j) + V J = t = j + 4, 
八 3 ( 2 ,」） = A i ( 2’j ) + e ^ , j = 1 . 2 , t = 7 , 8 . ( 4 0 ) 
These eight stochastic constraints are all accurate. The error measurements 
. . . a r e assumed to be independently and identically distributed as 
N[0,<r2]. Here, we still consider the four Bayesian estimates, BAYl(v=5,0.5), 
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B A Y 2 ( v = 5 , l 3 = l ) , BAY3(i^=10,/3=0.5) a n d B A Y 4 ( y = 1 0 , / 3 = l ) • T h e s e f o u r B a y e s i a n 
estimates are chosen because we want to make the information matrix positive 
definite by adding the Hessian matrix This can be done if the 
stochastic constraints are suitably imposed and v^ is large enough so that 
H (G) is nonnegative definite. Since the models of the second and third 
-k -
populations are not identified, the ordinary maximum likelihood estimate is 
not unique and it will not be computed. 
In this simulation, we considered sample sizes n^=100, 200, 400. For 
each combination of sample size, 50 samples were simulated. Then the 
simulated samples were analyzed by different methods and the results were 
compared. The means, root mean squares differences and SE-RATIOs of 
the estimates for some arbitrarily selected parameters are presented in 
Table 7 and Table 8. From the results, we can see that: 
(i) The means of various Bayesian estimates are close to the population 
values. 
(ii) The performances of various Bayesian estimates are similar, and the 
accuracy increases with sample sizes as expected. 
(iii) The SE-RATIOs of the parameter estimates are close to one for various 
Bayesian estimates, thus the standard error estimates are acceptable. 
For this non— identified model, the rank of the matrix (dZ^/dO, as^/ae, dZ^/de) 
is 69, and hence by proposition 7, the distribution of the goodness-of-fit 
test statistic NF(e ) should be xl . Also the distribution of 
— k 39 
(G (i)-e (j))/SE(e (j)) should be N(0,1). However, 6 is not unique, we can 
-k -o -k 一 o 
only test the normality in a weaker sense that the parameter estimates are 
normally distributed according to sample mean and standard deviation. The 
p-values of the K-S test for the goodness-of-f it statistics as well as the 
number of parameters failed in the K-S test for normality are given in Table 
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9. From Table 9, we can see that: 
(i) The goodness-fit-test statistic for n^=200 and 400 are chi-squared, 
however it may not be chi-squared for n^=100, 
(ii) The parameters are generally normally distributed for all the sample 
sizes. 
Therefore, the Bayesian estimates agree with the asymptotic theory for large 
sample sizes. For small sample size, the gooness-of-fit test statistic 
should be treated with care. 
4.2.2 Simulations with inaccurate stochastic constraints 
Since it is possible for us to encounter inaccurate stochastic 
constraints, it is necessary to study the performance of Bayesian estimate 
in this situation. Thus the following stochastic constraints are considered: 
SCD: 八 = 八 1 ( 1 , j ) + V j’t = 1,2’ 
八2(2,」）=Ai(2,j) + e ^ , j = 1,2， t = j + 2 , 
八3(丄」）=AiU, j ) + 0 . 2 + C t , J = 1,2’ t = j + 4 , 
八3(1’」）=Ai(i,j) + 0.1 + c^, i类j, i,j=l,2, t=7,8. (41) 
The simulation design is same as before except that SCC is now replaced 
by SCD. The Bayesian estimates under consideration are still 
BAYl(v=5,13=0.5), BAY2(v=5’/3=l), BAY3(i^=10, |3=0. 5) and BAY4(y=10,萨1). The 
means, root mean squares differences and the SE-RATIOs of the estimates for 
some arbitrarily chosen parameters are presented in Table 10 and Table 11. 
From these tables, we observe that: 
(i) The parameter estimates are close to the true population values. 
(ii) The performances of various Bayesian estimates are similar. 
(iii) The SE-RATIOs of the estimates are close to one for various Bayesian 
estimates that indicates the standard error estimates are acceptable. 
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Similar to section 4.2.1, K-S tests are also performed to test if the 
goodness-of-fit test statistic and the parameter estimates are distributed 
according to the asymptotic theory. The p - values of the K-S test for 
goodness-of_test statistics and number of parameters failed in normality 
test are given in Table 12. From Table 12， we can see that: 
(i) The goodness-of-fit test statistics are chi-squared for all the four 
Bayesian estimates in moderate and large sample sizes, and one should be 
careful when using the statistic for small sample size like n^=100. 
(ii) The parameter estimates for various Bayesian estimates are normally 
distributed for different sample sizes which agrees with the asymptotic 
theory. 
From these simulation studies, we notice that the critical factor that 
affects the performance of the Bayesian estimate is the sample size, but 
not the accuracy of the stochastic constraints, since the inaccuracy can 
always be handled by choosing a suitably large v and (3. 
4.3 Numerical example with exact & stochastic constraints. 
As an illustration, a data set is analyzed by the method described in 
this paper. The data are taken from a monograph by Holzinger and Swineford 
(1939). The data consist of 26 psychological tests, among which nine tests 
are selected so that there are three indicators for each factor namely 
space, verbal and memory. The nine tests are Visual Perception, Cubes, Paper 
Form Board, General Information, Sentence Completion, Word Classification, 
Figure Recognition, Object Number and Number-Figure. The two groups under 
consideration are Group 1: Pasteur High (n^=79), Group 2: Grant-White High 
(n =71). The covariance matrices of the two groups are given in Table 13. 2 
Here, we will use a confirmatory factor analysis model, that is 
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S =A $ 八 + 屯， i = l , 2 . All elements in 少 will be free, and 屯 will be a 
i i I I i I i 
diagonal matrix with all diagonal elements free while the A^'s have the 
following form, , 
'1.0 * * 0 0 0 0 0 Ol 
A = 0 0 0 1.0 * * 0 0 0 i=l,2 
i 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 * 
where ,*, represents a free parameter and all other elements are fixed at 
the given value. The exact constraints under consideration are 
A (J.l) = A J j , l ) J = 2,3 1 
A (J,2) = A (j,2) j = 5,6 (42) 
1 么 
Ai(j,3) = A2(j,3) j = 8,9, 
and the stochastic constraints are 
0 =屯，（j’j) - ^ (J.j) + e j = 1’...，9, (43) 
1 2 J 2 
where e is distributed according to N[0,cr I]. Here, 13 is chosen to be 0.1 
and is taken to be 20. The goodness-of-fit of the model can be tested by 
A 
proposition 3. Now NF(G) is chi-squared with 54 degrees of freedom, and the 
computed chi-squared value is 49.29 which indicates the model and the 
stochastic constraints fit the observed data. The Bayesian estimate is 
reported in Table 14. Since the maximum likelihood estimate is 
asymptotically equivalent to the Bayesian estimate, it is also reported in 
Table 15. 
From this example, we can see that the stochastic constraints can 
readily be applied in real situations. Furthermore, stochastic and exact 
constraints can be imposed simultaneously on different parameters to achieve 
a better interpretation of the model. 
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CHAPTER FIVE DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In previous chapters, estimation theory for multisample structural 
equation models with stochastic constraints are developed with a Bayesian 
approach. Asymptotic properties of the Bayesian estimates under different 
situations are derived. When the model is identified， incorporating the 
stochastic constraints can lead to better estimates. Based on the asymptotic 
properties of the Bayesian estimates , statistical inference can still be 
performed on the model. Furthermore, the estimation procedure is easy to 
implement since the objective function is similar to the usual maximum 
likelihood estimation. All we need to do is to add a term N ^B^(e) to the 
usual objective function and the increase in computational time is small. 
Stochastic constraints can also be incorporated in non-identified 
models. For these models, classical maximum likelihood or generalized least 
squares estimations are difficult. In many situations, exact constraints can 
be imposed for model identification. However, the interpretations of these 
exact constraints are questionable in certain situations. Now, they can be 
replaced by stochastic constraints which are more realistic and flexible. 
However, we cannot simply abandon the exact constraints, because it is 
useful to achieve meaningful interpretation in many situations. Therefore, 
simultaneous estimation with stochastic and exact constraints is also 
investigated. The numerical example given in chapter four demonstrated that 
simultaneous estimation can readily be applied to real situations. By using 
exact and stochastic constraints, we will have more freedom in defining our 
model and hence a wider scope of applications can be achieved. 
On the other hand, some aspects of the Bayesian estimates will need 
further investigation. For example, a test statistic for the compatibility 
of the sample and stochastic constraints will be of interest for further 
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research. If r is known, the Wald, s type test statistic as given by Lee 
(1988) can be used. It is also worthwhile to derive test statistics for the 
conditions given in proposition 4, so that one can test whether the Bayesian 
estimate is really better than the maximum likelihood estimate. 
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APPENDIX A - EXPRESSIONS FOR THE DERIVATIVES OF B^(e). 
！1(5)广脚(i^+m)、l(Uj- gj)2+ v^y-'ilziu-gp^y 
m m ag ag a2gj 
H , ( p + m ) 2 gj) + v^y i - (u厂 gj) 
_ 1 Ic i JiC 
m m dg dg 1 
- 4、 | i m厂 玲厂、5im厂 
m 2 i^g 
- ^ S l V 1)(U厂 g.) + ^ 
dg dg 
+ ( l y i){(Uj- i^ySjHOij- gj)2+ ？ 广 < ^ 
dg 
g (5)ik= - 2(p+i) A ^ u - g) + 
L i k 
ag 奉 * * * • 
— { A % [ ( u - g ) ' A (u-g)] + [(u-g)'A ]®[A (u-g)] - A 
k _ iJ 
where A*= (A + R)"^ 一 一 一 
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APPENDIX B - PROOFS FOR SECTION 2.3. 
B.1 Proof of Lemma 1. 
G 
From (11), B ^ O ) = (i^+m) g^) + v曰}, we let d = (u - g(§)), 
and since linear constraints are considered, we can let g(e) = 0 9, where G 
is a m X q matrix for specification of the constraints. Thus, dgie)/dQ = G', 
and a^g(e)/ae= O. using these notations, 
B ^ ( e ) = ( 爽 ） l o g { d ' d + > . ( B l ) 
By differentiating (Bl) with respect to 9, we obtain 
B^(e) = -2{v + m)(d'd + (B2) 
TT rol 一 g ' H - dd’ }G. (B3) 
Hi(5) 一 (d'd+i^/3) - U (d'd+i^/3) --
2 
So H (e) is positive semidefinite matrix if and only if {I 一 ( d , d + y / 3 ) > 
1 — — — 
is positive semidefinite. Since dd' is symmetric with rank 1, there exists 
an orthogonal matrix P such that dd' = PDP' where D is a diagonal matrix 
with only one element on its diagonal with value A. In fact, 
X = det(D) = tr(D) = tr(P'PD) = tr(PDP') = tr(dd') = d'd. Therefore 
{ I - - r ^ ^ ~ ~ d d , } i s p o s i t i v e s e m i d e f i n i t e , 
- (d d+y|3) __ 
iff p» {I - … 〒 ~ d d , }P is positive semidef inite, 
- - Cd d+vpJ 一一 一 “ 
iff {I - • • P , d d ’ P } is positive semidef inite, 
(d d+vpJ - 一一 -
o 
iff {I - ^ D } is positive semidef inite, 
Id d+vpJ 一 
iff 1 - ( d W A “ 0’ 
iff ^ d,d, 
and this completes the proof. 
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B.2 Proof of Lemma 2. 
If g(e) is linear, i.e. g(e) = GG, we can obtain that 
II : ; [ ( 、 + i n ( u " ; ) - 2 l " 叫 _ 
J J J J 
by differentiate B (9) directly. We let 
2 - 2 
2(y + D i v B - (u - g ) } , 、 
a = J J J j _ , (B5) 
j U U j - gj)2+ , 
then H (e) = G'DiagCa ,...,a )G, where Diag(a ’...，a ) is a m x m diagonal 
—2 — — 1 in — 1 ro 
matrix with diagonal elements ...,m. So, H^C?) is positive 
semidefinite, if and only if Diag(a^, - - - is positive semidefinite. This 
is equivalent to require every m to be greater than or equal 
to zero. Since, all the prior constants are positive, H^(e) is positive 
semidefinite if and only if gj)^, And that completes 
the proof. 
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B.3 Proof of Lemma 3. 
If g(e) is linear, i.e. g(e) = Ge, we can obtain from Appendix A that 
H (e) = 2(p+l) G M A* - A*®(d'A*d) - d* A® Ad }G, (B6) 
— 3 一 
where A*= (dd, + R)"^,and 
M 麵 • 一 
d = u - g(e). 
By a matrix identity (see, e.g. Rao, 1973, p.33), we also obtain that 
a"= (dd,+ R)-' = R-i- R-id(d,R-id + ( B7) 
Hence we need to show that { A* - A*®(d'A*d) — d' A*®A*d } is positive 
semidefinite. Now we consider 
{ A* - A*®(d,A*d) - d' A*®A*d } 
一 — 塵 — — — — 
来 来 来 来 《 
= A -（d,A d).A - A dd’A _ 一 _ 一 • 一 — — • 一 
= A . { dd, + R - (d’A.d)(dd’+ R) - dd, }A. 一 、 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 
id'R^df * 
= R - (d'R''d - - ： - ) (dd’ + R)}A 
- 一 d,R-id+l — 
= A * { - - R _ dd' } A 
一 d,R-id+l — d,R d+1 一 一 一 _ _ _ 
= ^ — — A * { R - (d'R'^d) dd' } A*. 
d ^ R ' M + l 一 - - - - - -
Thus. H (e) is positive semidef inite if and only if {R _ (d'R'^d) dd' } is 
- 3 -
positive semidefinite. 
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APPENDIX C - PROOFS FOR SECTION 2.4.1. 
C.l Proof of Proposition 1. 
Before we go into the proof, the following notations (see, Lee & Tsui, 
1982) are introduced: 
— ， r …、 1 r S ® Z . . . 0 
fvecCS )1 rvecCS )1 「 - i _i _ 
- 1 - 1 0 
S = ： , S = ： ’ ( S e S ) = • 
_ • 一 • 一 一 ： 0 
• v e c ( § )_ b e c ( Z )J L o … 0 S ® Z广」 
^ - - - G - G 
^ 1/2t n 
r M 0 r n , ! . . . 9 1 
"P ： I/2t • 、 0 M ... • A/2 0 n , I •.. . 
V = ( A ... A ), M = - - P . , J = - 2 - 0 
1 _ : 9 1 / 2 
L 0 . . . 0 M L o . . . 0 n I-i 
一 — 一 P — U 
while V . Z , (S e S ), Z and (S e S) are the corresponding matrices 
o _ o — o _ o — — 一 
八 
evaluated at 9 , and 9 respectively, and 
—o _ k 
vec(S ) is the column vector which consists of all elements of S. 
taken row by row, 
M is the p^x p^ symmetric idenpotent matrix with typical element 一p 
M (ij,gh) = 2''(6, 6 + 6 6 ), i印， j 印’ g邱， h 印’ and 6 is the 
—p ig jn in jg 
Kronecker delta, and 
I is the p2 X p2 identity matrix. 
The objective function of our Bayesian estimate is given by 
F (e) = F(S,Z) + (e), (CI) 
k - - — k -
where F(S,Z) is the objective function of the ordinary maximum likelihood 
for multisample analysis. 
Since G is identified, F(S has absolute minimum at 6=9 . Now, S 
_ o _ o _ “ 
converge in probability to Z。 and B^(e) is bounded, so F^(e)=F(S,Z)+0(N 
Hence it converges in probability to uniformly in a neighborhood of 
e=e . As F (e) is continuous in 8, the absolute minimum, of F (9), that is 
- - o k - 一 ^ 
A A 
e , will converge in probability to G . So G is consistent. 
-k o -k 
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C.2 Proof of Proposition 2. 
We let F(e), F(e), F (9), F (6) be the gradient and Hessian matrix of 
F(e) and F (9) respectively. By mean value theorem, 
- k -
F (e ) = F (e ) + F (e)(e - e ), (C2) 
-k -k -k -o -k - -k -o 
A A ••,—、 
where 6 lies on the segment joining 9, and 6 • Since 6 is consistent, F(e) 
converges in probability to I(e^) and N'^H^(e^) is of order 0(N"^), thus 
F (e) = I ( e ) + o (1), ( � 
— k — 一 一 o p 
and it is nonsingular. As and is of order 0(N"'), (C2) 
can be rewritten as 
-e ) = - F )} + (C4) 
-k -o -k - 一 "o 
From (14), (C3) and (C4), 
5⑴） > 1 ^ = 5。 +。 P ( 1 ) 
or equivalently using the notation given in appendix C.1 
N ^ / ^ i -9 +。p(i). (C5) 
k o 一 一 o 
The asymptotic distribution of is multivariate normal with mean 
zero and covariance matrix 2M(S^e It should also be noted that the 
matrix M has the following properties, -p 
(i) M is idempotent of rank p(p+l)/2, 
一 p 
(ii) M (S ® E ) = (Z. ® Z )M , and 
-p -io -io -io -io -p 
(iii) A M = A . 
i - p i 
From (C6), the partitioned matrix M also have similar properties as below, 
(i) M is idempotent of rank Gp(p+l)/2, 
(ii) M(S e S ) = (2 e E )M, and 
— _ o 一 o —o _o 一 
(iii) VM = V. 
1 / 2 A 
From (C5), we know that the asymptotic distribution of N (e^-?^) is 
multivariate normal with zero mean, and covariance matrix is 
- 4 1 -
— — o — _o _o 一 o — o 一 _o — O 一 一 一 o 
by (C7), the covariance matrix in (C8) can be simplified to 21(9^) ^ which 
G 
is equal to 2{ S c A (S ® S ) A； }" 。。’ and that completes the proof. 
^ i =1 i i i i 1 
一 -o 
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C.3 Proof of Proposition 3. 
A 
From Browne, 1975, we can approximate NF(G^) by a quadratic form, i.e. 
N F ( e J = i ^ V d ® ？ )^ + o(l) 
=2 - i ( S - 2 : )’jiZ2 ( 2 ® 5 : r V Z 2 ( s _ s ) L ; + o(l). (C9) 
— — — _ o一w 
- - k 
A 
Since e^ is consistent, E^ converges in probability to E^^and Z converges in 
probability to Thus, 
NF(e ) i 2-i(s-£), ji々（z ® s riji々（s-£). (CIO) 
— k — — 一 _o 一 o _ — — 
Since 产 =严 { ( § -§ o ) - ( i - 5 o ) > 
= / 々 { ( s - z )-•’ (e -e )} 
— - o o —k -o 
i (S-Z •’ i(e ) - 〜 e z )-iji々（§-5 )} 
— - o o_ —o o一 _o 一 O _ O 
= { I - N-1J1Z2•’ I(e ez ), 
-q - o- -O O- 一 o -O — 一 ~o where I is the q x q identity matrix, therefore, (CIO) becomes 
一 q 
NF(e ) = 2-1 (S-Z )’ j1Z2d’ (S eZ ), 
— k — — o 一 ""0 一 O — *"0 
where D={I - N一 i严 V ' K e )"'v /々 ( S ©Z )''}. 
— —q — o 一 o_ 一 o _o 
As the asymptotic distribution of J^^^CS-S^) is multivariate normal 
A 
With mean zero and covariance matrix 2M(S e Z )M, NF(0 ) is chi-squared if 
O O K 
and only if D, (E eS )"^DM(Z e S )M is idempotent. Now, by expanding 
J — —o —O o 一 o _ 
D’（Z ®S e Z )M 
— —o —O o _o 一 
={I ez )-ijiZ2•’ I(e ji々}(2： es x 
-q —o -o — o— 一 o o一 _o _o 
{I -N-1 严 I ( e es M(S eS )M 
-q — o_ —o o— —o _o — _o —o _ 
={(Z es ez J^^^CS ©Z 
-O -o -O -O - O- -O O- 一 o — o 
+ N - ^ Z ez riji々V,I(e )"'l(e )I(e es )-i} M(E )M 
一 o _o _ o_ _o _ _o _ —o o— 一 o _o o o 
=:{(E eS N-i(S eZ J^'^^iZ ©S eS )M 
U f ; 。 口 - o -O - O- -O O- -O -O - -O -O -
=M - 0Z I(e )-、jiz^M. 
一 —o —o — o— -o o- — 
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So, 
[D, (S ©S )"^DM(S e Z 
— —o —o — ~o _o — 
= M - e s r V j i Z 2 M 
— — o — o — o_ 一 o o_ — 
+ es )-ijiz〜，i(e ) - h ( e )i(e 
^-o -O - O - -O - -O - -O o - _ 
= M - ©S 产 V ' n e ) V , j i z、 
— — o _o _ o_ — o o一 _ 
+ e s r i j i z V i ( e )"'l(G )i(e 
^-O -O - O - -O - -O - -O o - -
=M - N"'(Z e s 「 i j i z v n e ji々M. 
— 一 o _o — o_ _o o_ _ 
Therefore D, (S e Z )M is asymptotically idempotent. And the rank 
— — O _ o — o 一 o _ 
of the matrix is given by 
rank:(D, (Z eS )'^DM(S © Z )M) 
— —o ""0 """O *"o 一 
= t r ( M - N''(Z ez j'^'^M) 
— — o — o 一 o 一 —o o — 
= t r ( M ) _ tr( N-i(5。®§。)-1:I1Z〜:I(5。)-1V。J1/2 ) 
= G p ( p + l ) / 2 _ tr(N-iv。/Z2(g。@g。)-iji/2v:i(g。)-i) 
= G p ( p + l ) / 2 - tr(i(§o)!(§o)-i) 
= G p ( p + l ) / 2 - q. 
A 
Thus, the asymptotic distribution of NF(e^) is chi-squared with Gp(p+l)/2-q 
degrees of freedom. 
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C.4 Proof of proposition 4. 
A 
Since F (e )=0, from (C2), we have 
k -k 
F (G)(e - e ) = - F (e ). ( c⑴ 
-k - -k -o _k 一 o 
Since e^ is consistent, F(e) converges in probability to I(e^), thus 
F (5) i I (e ) (C12) 
-k - _k -o 
From (14), (Cll) and (C12), we obtain 
- N 一 ( e )-1b fe ), 
一 k -o -k _o 
or equivalently, 
n1Z2(1-5。）= N - i、 ( 5。 r i v /、。① 5。)’1,2(§ - 5。） 
- 严 I (e (e )• (C13) 
-k -o 一 k _o 
For the maximum likelihood estimates, from Lee & Tsui (1982), 
N 1々 (昼 - 5。） = N - i / 2 i ( 5 。 ) - 〜 ( S i ③ ？ E ^ J ] 
or equivalently, 
N ^ / ^ e - e ) ^ N-i々i(0 ® z ) - V ( s - ? ). (ci4) 
— — Q — — o O 一 — O 一 o — o 
Since (S - S ) is multivariate normal, with zero mean and covariance matrix 
— —o 
2M(S © S )M, thus from (C13) and (C14), 
— — o —o _ 
N-MSE(e ) = N - E [ ( e - 0 )(e -e )’] 
-k -k -o -k -o 
i 21 (e )i (e 广 + N ' h (e ) - \ ( e )b (e )'i (e (ci5) 
_k 一 o 一 一 o 一 k 一 O K O K O K O K W 
and 
N-MSE(S) = N-E[(e - e )(G - e )'] 
— — —o ~ ~o 
i 21(9 (C16) 
— — o 
Now, NI (e )(MSE(e) - MSE(e^))i (e ) 
-k -o 一 -k -k _o 
= ^ H (e ) + — H (e )i(e (e ) - u\{e )B (e )’ 
N-k -o ^,2-k -o ——o 一 I c -o -k _o -k _o 
N 
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=含 H (e ) - N"'B (e )B (e ), + O(N"^). ⑴ 17) 
N - k _ o - k - o 一 k _ o 
Therefore, (MSE(G) - MSE(0^)) is nonnegative definite if the expression in 
(C17) is nonnegative definite. For simplicity, the term 0(N" ) can be 
A 
ignored since it is nonnegative definite. Thus e^ is better if 
4H (e ) _ B (0 )B (9 )， is nonnegative definite (C18) 
- k 一 o - k - o - k - o 
(a) if g(e) = Ge, that is g(e) is linear, then from (B2) and (B3), 
4H (e ) - B (e )Bje ), 
- k - o - k _ o - k 一 o 
一 8 ( _ ) . L 2 d，lG - 4 (”m)2 G，dd，G 
一 - 1 (空’空 +冲） - r id^d^v^f 
8(y+m)「,/t 一 2 , _ ( _ ) _ ^cI'Ig 
= ( d ' d ^ i ^ p ) - V -- ~ p 
Siv+m) 一 (爽+4) 
Thus 4H (e ) 一 B (e )B (0 ), is nonnegative definite, if and only if 
, - k - o - k - o - k - o 
T - (v+m+4) dd, is nonnegative definite. Using similar argument as in 
2 ( d ' d + y 3 ) — 
B.l, this is equivalent to 1 - 冗:S^) ^ " ^ 。『 m o r e simply 
3 ^ " (y+m+2)-
(b) if r is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements o y j=l,...,m and 
the stochastic constraints are linear, then from Appendix A , 
B (9) = G,C, and 
—2 — — — 
H (e) = G,A G , 
— 2 _ — — — 
where C=(c ,...,c )’ ， 
— 1 m 
+l)(g - u ) 
c = — , and 
A is the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements a as given in (B5). 
— J 
_ 46 _ 
Therefore, 
4H (e ) - B (e )B (e ) , = G’ (4A - CC, )G. (C19) 
-2 -o -2 -o -2 -o _ 一 __ 
If H ( e ) satisfy the conditions in lemma 2, H (9) will be nonnegative 
— 2 " " 
definite and A will be positive definite. So A can be written as P^D^P； 
where P is a orthogonal matrix and D is a diagonal matrix with positive 
— A A 
“ A 
diagonal elements. Therefore we can let ^ From (C19)’ will be 
better than 9, if (4A 一 CC')is nonnegative definite. 
Now (4A - CC,) is nonnegative definite 
iff a1Z2(4I - A-iz2cc,A-iz2)a1Z2 is nonnegative definite 
iff I - i A-iz2cc, A-1Z2 is nonnegative definite 
一 4 一 一 — 
iff 1 - ^ t r (么 - i z z g g ,广 2 ) > 0 (by similar argument as B.l) 
iff 1 - i C' ^ 0 
1 ® 1 2 
iff 1 _ 去 c 
4 j=i n^ j 
iff 1 - E i ^ V - 0. _ ) 
{ P /厂 ( U j - gj) > 
Thus, e is better than 9 if the condition in (C20) is satisfied. 
—2 
(c) If r is a general positive definite matrix, and the stochastic 
constraints are linear, then from Appendix A, 
B (9) = 2(p+l)G’A*d, where d = u - g(e ). (C21) 
—3 — 一 _ _ ― ― o 
Therefore from (C21) and (B6) 
4H (e ) - B (G )B{e ), 
一 3 - o 一 3 — o — 3 - o 
= 8 ( p + l ) G' { A* - A*®(d'A*d) - d' A*®A*d }G - 4(p+l A*dd'A*G 
= 8 ( p + l ) G' { A* - A*®(d'A*d) - A*®A*d - ^ ^ ^ A*dd'A*}G 
= 8 ( p + l ) G' { A* - (d'A*d)/ - A*dd' A* - / d d ' A*}G 
= 8 ( p + l ) G M / - ( d ' / d ) / - A'^dd'/yc 
= 8 ( p + l ) G»A*{(dd»+R) - (d'A*d)(dd'+R) - ^ ^ ^ dd' }A*G. 
- 4 7 -
By (B7), 
, (空,5-1 引 2 、 f ) * 
= 8 ( p + l ) G，A*{(dcr+R) - ~ (dd'+R) - ^ ^ dd' }A G 
mmm 
= 8 ( p + l ) G ^ A ^ • 5 - f A + dd' } / g , where 
= 8 ( p + l ) ( k + i r i G ' A ^ R - f ^ k + dd' 
V 》 
Thus e is better than 9 if { R - f ^ k + dd'} is nonnegative 
一3 V. 
definite. 
- 4 8 -
APPENDIX D - PROOFS FOR SECTION 2.4.2, 
D.1 Proof of proposition 5. 
The objective function of the non-identified model is the same as the 
identified model given in (CI). That is 
F (e) = F(S,S) + N " \ ( G ) . 
k - - - k -
Since the model is not identified, the matrix V=(A^, . . . ,A^) does not have 
full rank. Therefore we assume rank(V) = s < q. By rank theorem, (see, e.g. 
Shapiro, 1986) there exists a transformation a(e) which is non-singular and 
Z*(a), such that 
s (e). 
脚 1 M X 
s(e) = ： = 5*(a(e)) = ： , and 
a (e)) 
— 1 一 
we can partition a(e) into , 
_ _ a (e) 
V — 2 — 
where a (9) is s x 1 vector valued function of 6, and 
- 1 -
a (e) is (q_s) x 1 vector valued function of G, 
- 2 -
so that Z depends on 6 through 、（§) only (i.e. a^CG) is redundant). Based 
on the non-singular transformation a(e), we can rewrite our objective 
funciton in terms of a. That is 
F*(a) = F(S,2:*(a )) + N"V((x), (D1) 
k - - 一 一 1 k -
来 来 
where B*(a(e)) = B (9). Now dZ ia)/da has full rank s, thus S is 
k — — k 一 一 一 1 1 
identified with respect to a^. We define a^^ be the unique minimum of 
F(S,S*(a^)). and assume the unique minimizer of Bj^Ca^^^a^) exists and equals 
to a We also let a = (a, a’）’ and a = a(9 ). The Bayesian estimate is 
- 2 0 - o - 1 0 - 2 0 ~ o 一 _ o 
the solution of the following two equations, 
arcs ,Z*(a )) , aB*(a ,a ) 
- - - 1 + N"' k -1 -2 : (D2) 
doc ^ da 
- 1 * - 1 
SB (a，(x ) 
N-i -2 二 0. _ 
da -
一 2 
- 4 9 -
Let the solution of (D2) and (D3) b e 、 a n d a^. As B * ( a ) =〜 (§ ) is 
A 
bounded, and S converges in probability to S。， thus from (D2) a^ will 
来 • 
converge in probability to the unique minimum of which is a^^. 
A * A A 
From (D3), a is the unique minimizer of Now a^ converges in 
• 2 
* A 
probability to a and B (a ,a ) converges uniformly in probability to 
r —10 K —1 —2 
B来(a a ) therefore a converges in probability to the unique minimum of 
k -10'-2 -2 
芒2)’ which is 
Thus a = (二，二，），converges in probability to a . Since there is a 
一 一2 u A 
non-Singular transformation between a and G, the Bayesian estimate 
converges in probability to 
- 5 0 -
D.2 Proof of propostition 6. 
Since the objective function for non-identified model is same as 
identified model, we can arrive at similar expressions as in Appendix C.2. 
From (C2) 
F (e ) = F (e ) + F ( e ) ( e - e ) , 
- k - k - k - o - k - - k _ o 
A A 
Where 6 lies on the segment joining G^ and 9。. As G^ is consistent, 
F (e) i I (e )• (D4) 
- k - - k - o 
According to the regularity condition (e) in 2.4.2’ 、（？。） is positive 
definite. Thus we can obtain similar result as in (C5) that 
-5。）^ (D5) 
The asymptotic distribution of j'^^(S-S^) is multivariate normal with zero 
mean and covariance matrix ZMCS^e therefore asymptotic distribution of 
_ 5 ) is multivariate normal with zero mean and covariance matrix 
(e )-ivji/2(位幻-iji/2•’ I (e )-i, 
- k - O - 一 一 一 ~ K - o 
= 2 1 (e ) " ' i ( e )i (e _ 
- k _ o _ 一 o - k 一 o 
However (D6) cannot be simplified further, due to the fact that I(e^) is 
singular. 
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D.3 Proof of proposition 7. 
Since F (6 )=0’ from (C2) and (D4) 
k -k 
5。）= 5。）‘ - (D7) 
As H (e ) is bounded, hence from (D7) and (14) 
" N i ^ K e ) ( v e ) ^  1/2 -iji/2(经- (D8) 
— - o ~k ~o o o o 
Thus ’ 
N^/^e - e ) i )"v ®z , (D9) 
—k —o —o o— o o ^ 
where 1(9 )_ is any generalized inverse of 1 ( 9 ) . 
- — o “ 
Consider 严(s_£) • — 
— 一 一 o 一 —o 
i j i � { ( s - z )-•, (0 -e )} 
— _ _o o ~k 
i J ^ ' ^ i (S-S )-N" 'v ' I(e / � ( S es )} (by (D9)) 
— — — o O— —o O— -"0 —o _ — ~o 
= { I - N-ijiz〜，i(e )-• es )-i}ji々(S-Z )’ （DIO) 
— q — o — — o o— _o — o — . — o 
Hence from (C9) and (DIO), 
NF(e ) = ), j1Z2d’ (Z e S )’ 
— yr^ — —O 一 _ 一 O —O — _0 
Where D={I - )'V J^'^^CS eZ Due to the fact that 
wiici C： 二 lAq 一 o — -o o- -O -O 
•, 1(8 )_• is invariant for different choices of 1(9 ) by lemma 2.2.6(d) of 
o_ _o O O 
Rao & Mitra (1971), therefore NF(9^) is also invariant for different choices 
A 
of 1(e)"". jiZ2(s—S ) is asymptotically normal, therefore NF(e ) is 
- - o - - -O 
chi-squared if and only if D' [ Z ® Z。)M is idempotent. Firstly, 
we consider D’ (S eZ e S )M 
— _o ""0 — _o _o — 
={I - N ' ^ Z es rijiZ2v’i(e )-• ©S X 
—q —o —o — o— _o o 一 _o —o 
{I - N-1J1Z2•，I(e )""• jiz2(s ez 厂1} M(Z eE )M 
-q - o - -o o- -o -o - -o -o 一 
= { ( S e s e z 厂！」"〜，i(e )"V © S 
-O —o -o -O - O- -O O- -o -O 
+ ez r\jiz〜，i(e )-I(G )I(e ©S )''} M(§ es )M 
-O -O - O- "O - "O - 一 O O- 一 o _o - o o 
- 5 2 -
=“5。㊣5。)-1- N-i(5。®5。rif〜:!(§。rvi'2(5。®?。)-、(?。®5。)y 
=M - e s rijiZ2•’ I(e )-• 
- - o - O - O - - O o _ -
The above expression is simplified by using the result 
严 I ( e )"l(e ) = j i z v which follows from lemma 2.2.6(c) of Rao & Mitra 
一 o _ _ o — ""O _ o 
(1971). 
So, [2, (5。®5。)-i2?^(?。® ?。)y]2 
= M - 2iri(s ) - i j i z V i ( e + 
— _ o _ o 一 o— "~o o— — 
=M - N-1(Z es 厂ijiZ2•’ I j e / ^ ^ M 
— _ o 一 o 一 o一 k —o o 
Thus D, (S ez )"^DM(Z e S )M is idempotent and therefore 
, - - o - O - O - O -
rank(D, (S )"^DM(Z © S )M) 
— — o — O — o 一 o — 
= t r ( M - es 「 V j'^^M) 
— — o —o — 一 o o 
= G p ( p + l ) / 2 - tr(N-\广各。④§0)-1 广〜:i(5o)-) 
= G p ( p + l ) / 2 - tr(i(§o)!(§o)一） 
= G p ( p + l ) / 2 - r a n k ( l ( e j l ( e j " " ) (Since I ( e j l ( e j " is idempotent) 
= G p ( p + l ) / 2 - rank(I(e^)) 
= G p ( p + l ) / 2 - rank(V^). 
So NF(e ) is chi-squared with Gp(p+l)/2 - rank(V ) degrees of freedom. 
‘ -k 
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D.4 Proof of proposition 8. 
Let G be a maximum likelihood estimate of §。 without the stochastic 
constraints. So 6 is a minimizer of F(G) and is consistent according to 
Shapiro(1986). Expand F(e) about G^, it can be shown that 
F ( e ^ ( e - e ) = -F(0 ), 则 
一 — 一 一 o _ _o 
where 9* lies between 9 and G。. As is bounded, therefore 
(FCe") + - §。） : -F(e^) + OCN"'), (DI2) 
or equivalently, 
严(g _ e ) = -F )} + 0 ( 严 ) • （D13) 
一 一 O ""k 一 — 一 O 
Thus from (D5) and (D13), 
_ g) 二 -作 ( g ) - i - F (§*)-lHNi々he )> + 0(N-1々）. （D14) 
- k — — k 一 _ k 一 _ _ o 
Since both e and G are consistent, {F (e)''-F (§*)''} converges in 
iv »» 
probability to zero, while {N^^^FCeJ} converges in distribution, therefore 
e and e are asymptotically equivalent, 
-k 一 
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APPENDIX E - PROOFS FOR SECTION 3.3.1. 
E.1 Proof of proposition 9. 
Our model is subject to the exact constraints h(e)=0, by implicit 
function theorem, there exists a (q-r)xl subvector 9* of 6 such that 6 = 
来. 
(13(9*), e*, )’’ where ^ is a r x 1 vector valued continuous function of G in 
一 攀 一 
a neighbourhood of 9* and h(g(e*),e*)=0. Therefore, the objective function 
* 
F (e) can be written in terms of e ， that is 
k -
F = + N-iBk(g(§*)’§*). (El) 
Ic 
az * * , * A*、 。. .. 
We denote “ ： 一 by A^, i=l,...,G and V , . . . , A^). Since, it 
ae 
is assumed that the model is identified after imposing exact constraints, 
therefore 
rank(V*) = q - r. (E2) 
Since S , i=l,...,G converge in probability to Z and B^(e) is 
一 i 
bounded, F (§(§*)’§*) converges uniformly in probability to 
来 来 
F(S ,S(g(e*),e*)) which has an unique minimum at (gCe。）， ？。’），. As 
o 八来 
F(S,ZO(e*),e*)) and B 0(e*),e*) are continuous, the absolute minimum 9 of 
— — — — 一 k — — 
(El) converges in probability t 。 T h e r e f o r e G^=(g(e*)' ), converges to 
9 in probability because /3(e*) is continuous. 
_o 一 一 
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E.2 Proof of proposition 10. 
From the mean value theorem, 
F (e ) = F(e ) + (e ) + (f(g)+n-'h (e))(e -e ), (E3) 
— k — — o 一 k — o — K iw V 
where 6 lies on the line segment between and §。• Subsititute (E3) into 
(27), we obtain 
F (§)(e -e ) + L(9 = -F(e ) - n ' ^ C g ). (e4) 
— k 一 k 一 o 一 一 ic " “ o K u 
Since e is consistent and ) converges in probability to I ( e J , 
- k ° 
therefore 
F (e) = F ( G ) + N"'H (E) = I (e ), and (E5) 
- - - k - - k -o 
L(e ) = L(e ). 咖 
- - k - -o 
By (E4), (E5) and (E6), 
I (G )(E -I(e )) + V X = -F(e )， （E7) 
-k ~o -k - -O -o- _ -o 
Where L = L(G ). Substitute (14) into (E7). we get 
I (e )(e'-i(e )) + L,义含-N-^v/^^Cz^e • 
- k - o - k - - o - o — o o o w 
Expanding h(G^) about by mean value theorem, we have 
h(e ) = h(e ) + L ( e - e )’ 咖 
——ic — —o — —k -o 
Where L=L(e), and 9 lies between G^ and 9 . However h(G )=h(e^)=0, and L 
converges in probability to L^, thus from (E9) we obtain that 
L (G -e ) ^ 0. (Elo) 
-o -k -o 一 
Combining (E8) and (ElO) in matrix form, 
「I (G ) L，1 r n1 〜 - e )1 「n1 〜 严 ( z ® s ) - 1产 ( § - 5 )1 
- k - O ^ - O - k - o a 。 - 一 。 _ 。 _ 一 。 ( E l l ) 
L 0 X 0 . 
L -o 一 JL - J 
Since (0 ) is of order 0(N"^) , therefore 
一 k -o 
- 5 6 -
.!(?。）r Ni〜k-e_。)1 • 广 5 。 ) - 1 严 ( 5 - 。 1 ( E ⑵ 
L 0 X . 2 . 
L - o - J 一 
The asymptotic distribution of the vector on the right hand side of (Ell) is 
r ) 0 1 
mmm Q 
multivariate normal with zero mean and covariance matrix 2 〇 � • 召 丫 
“ I ( e ) L^ 1 一 _ 
regularity condition (g) in section 3.3, _ 。 。 will be non-singular, 
L>i 0 
L- — o 
• n 1 〜 - e )1 
and thus the asymptotic distribution of ° is multivariate normal 
X 
• — J 
with zero mean and covariance matrix 
r i(e ) L’ r V i(e ) 0 "!「i(e ) 
i^-o -o - -O - 一 一 o -o 
2 • 
L 0 0 0 L 0 
L -o - L - - J L - o - J 
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E.3 Proof of proposition 11. 
r Tfo 1 L* 「 P T 1 「 I ( e ) L’ l—i 
丄、它 J t _0 — o — 一 o — o 
Since ° is nonsingular, we let = • 
U . 0 J L T； H J [ L^ Q J 
From Lee & Bentler (1980), 
P = M-'- i T ' v (L tt-i 
_ o _ o - O - O _ o _ o - O - O - O 
T = iriL’ (L (E12) 
一 o 一 o -o _o_o -O 
R = I - (L u ' v 
一 o — r _ o _ o _ o 
Where M = 1(9 ) + L,L and I is the r x r identity matrix. From (E12), we 
— o 一 _ o一 o ""r 
can show that 
L P 二 0, and _ 
一 o_o — 
P I ( e ) P = P M P = P . (E14) 
— o — k — o _ o _ o _ o _ o ~ o 
By mean value theorem and consistency of we can show that as before 
？々(S-£) = 一5： ) - j ^ / ^ V ' (e - G ) , a n d 
一 一 一 — 一 -"o O K O 
by (Ell) we can obtain that 
^ (E15) 
where I is the q x q identity matrix. From (CIO) and (E15), 
NF(i^) ^ 2-i(§-5o)’:J1Z25’（5o® ZJ-^DJ^/^CS-ZJ, (E16) 
where D = [I V ® I )"']• Since / ^ ' ( S - S ) is multivariate 
— q 譯 o ""o o— o o A 
normal with zero mean and covariance matrix Z H i Z ® NF(e^) is 
chi-squared if and only if 5’（？。①？J'^DMCS^e is idempotent. 
D* (S eS e S )M 
。。N-i(?。@5。。)-i。r、e。v/’(5。®5。)"<!q- N-i严•:[。•。严(?。®§。广> 
X M(Z eZ )M 
— — O —O — 
={(S es es V eS 
^ ^ - O - o - o - O - O - O O - - o -O 
+ eZ r\ji々\7,P I(e )P •’ eS )"'> M(Z eS )M 
- o - O - O - O - _ o -O O — - O -O o o 
By (E14), 
=“5。®5。ri- rri(5。碑。)-1 广、5。•。严(5。①5。)-i}y(5。①5。)^  
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— 一 o _o — o_o o一 — 
So, 
[D, (S ®E )"^DM(S e Z 
— — o 一 o — —O 一 O 一 
= M - 2N-i(§。®5。ri/z〜:5。V:ji/20 + N-i(5。碑。)-ijiz〜:芒。I(5。)LV:ji/2y 
= M _ + N-2(5 ®5。riji/2 呈。)芒。•口 1/2^ 
• 脚 O —O • O O O W W 
=M - ez )-1 产 V 严 M 
- -o -O - O-O O- _ 
Therefore [D, (S ©E e Z )M] is idempotent, and 
一 一 o — o o —o 一 
rank(D' (Z eS e Z )M) 
— — o — O — o 一 o 一 
= t r ( M ) - tr(N-i(§o®5o)-i严V^SoV:严⑴ 
= t r ( M ) - tr(I(e )P ) 
一 一 -o _o 
= t r ( M ) - tr(M P ) 
— —o—o 
= G p ( p + l ) / 2 - tr(I - L’（L M'') 
^ ^ ^ — q 一 Q —o_o —o o o 
= G p ( p + l ) / 2 - t r ( I ^ ) - t r ( I ^ ) 
where I and I are qxq and rxr idenitiy matrices, 
一 q -r 
= G p ( p + l ) / 2 - q + r. 
Therefore. NF(e ) is chi-squared with Gp(p+l)/2 - q + r degrees of freedom. 
一 k 
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E.4 Proof of proposition 12. 
A (1) 
By proposition 11, the asymptotic distribution of NF(e^ ) is 
chi-squared with Gp(p+1)/2-q+j degrees of freedom. From (E16) 
N F ( e J ^ 2-1 (§-§。），(5。® and 
where D = [I^- ？。"】and 
D is similar to D but obtained by considering h (e)=0 only. 
-1 
Since NF(e ) 2： NF(?i))’ and both of them are asymptotically 
k A A(1) 
chi-squared, by theorem 5 in section 2.5 of Searle (1971), NF(e^) - NF(9^ ) 
is also chi-squared distributed with Gp(p+l)/2 _ q + r - Gp(p+l)/2 + q -j = 
A (1 ) 
r-j degrees of freedom and it is independent of NF(e^ ). 
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APPENDIX F - PROOFS FOR SECTION SECTION 3.3.2. 
F.1 Proof of proposition 13. 
Similar to E.l, by using the implicit function theorem, there exists a 
(q-r)xl subvector 9* of 0 such that 9 = (§(§来），？•，），，where g is a r x 1 
vector valued continuous function of Q* in a neighbourhood of §。 and 
h(g(e'),0')=O where §。 =〜。。 • Therefore, the objective function F^(e) can 
— — 一 o 
来 
be written in terms of 9 , 
Since it is assumed that the model is not identified by imposing the 
exact constraints only, the (q-r) x Gp" matrix of partial derivatives 
y*=(A* A*) do not have full rank. Here we assume rank(V ) = s ^  q-r. By 
1 ‘ G 
rank theorem, (see, e.g. Shapiro, 1986) there exists an non-singular 
transformation a(e) and a functon 5*(a). such that 
2(e) = ： = S*(a(e*)) = : , and 
-- ？ G 曉 、 ’ ？ : ( 辦 、 ) ’ 
f a ie*)] 
—1 — 
we can partition a(e) into 来’ 
_ _ a (e ) 
\ —2 一 
where a (9*) is s x 1 vector valued function of 9 , and 
- 1 -
来 
a (e*) is (q-r-s) x 1 vector valued function of 9 ， 
- 2 -
SO that 5 depends on G through a^(G) only (i.e. a^(e) is redundant). Based 
on the invertible transformation a(e), we can rewrite our objective funciton 
in terms of a. That is 
F ^ a ) = F ( S , Z ^ a )) + N - V ( a ) , ( � 
k - - - -1 k 
Where B*(a(e)) = B^(e). We let (《。’《。” = w h e r e a^^ is the 
unique minimizer of F(S,?'(a^)), and is the unique minimizer of 
A 
B*(a ,a )• By similar argument as in Appendix C.l, we can show that a, the 
-k - l o - 2 
- 6 1 -
absolute minimum of (F2), converges in probability to a^. Since, the 
transformation between a and e" is one to one, the absolute minimum of 
A A* A * 
(Fl) will converges in probability to 9*. Therefore （g(§ )’，§,)’ 
converges in probability to 
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F.2 Proof of proposition 14. 
The major difference of the the non-identified model is the singularity 
「if0 ) T »i 「1 (e ) L'l 
of - -O However, 一 。 i s assumed to be non-singular in the 
o L 0 • L 0 
I ^o - J L _ o _ J 
regularity conditions. Therefore according to (Ell) 
ri (a ) L,1 [ n1 〜 : e _。 ) l a [N1Z2•。严 5。)-1 严(5-5。)1 
—k —o "~0 K o d • 
L 0 ^ . L 2 
L -o - -I I" -
The asymptotic distribution of the vector on the right hand side of (Ell) is 
「 i(e ) 0 1 
multivariate normal with zero mean and covariance matrix 2 〇 o . 
• 一 一 • 
rN^/'ce -9 )1 
the asymptotic distribution of _。 is multivariate normal with 
A 
• 一 J 
zero mean and covariance matrix 
「T (Q ) 1 / 1 - 1「 i ( e ) 0 l「i (0 ) L’"|-i 
iic -o^ 、 王、三 o " _ 一 k _。 一。 . (F3) 
1 L^ 0 J L 5 2 JL to 5 . 
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F.3 Proof of proposition 15. 
By applying the implicit function theorem as in Appendix E.l, we can 
reparameterize the model to S^ (g(e*),G*), where Q is the (q-r)xl 
parameter vector. Since, it is assumed that the model is not identified 
after imposing exact constraints, therefore the (q-r)xp^ 
matrix of partial derivatives does not have full rank. And we assume 
rankCV*) = s ^ q-r. By applying proposition 7 to the reparameterized model 
A 
= S (|3(e*),e*), i=l,...,G’ the asymptotic distribution of NF(e^) is 
— i — 一 i 一 一 — 
chi-squared with Gp(p+l)/2 - rank(V^). 
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F.4 Proof of proposition 16. 
A (1) 
By proposition 15, the asymptotic distribution of NF(e^ ) is 
chi-squared with Gp(p+l)/2 _ degrees of freedom’ where V^i)• is 
the (q-j)xl matrix of partial derivatives of the reparameterized model. 
Since NF(e ) 2： NFC^”），and both of them are asymptotically chi-squared, 
一 k A A ⑴ 
by theorem 5 in section 2.5 of Searle (1971), NF(e^) - NF(e^ ) is also 
asymptotically chi-squared distributed with Gp(p+l)/2 _ q + r _ Gp(p+l)/2 + 
A (1 ) 
q -j = r-j degrees of freedom and it is independent of NF(G^ )• 
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Table 7. Mean and RMS of the Parameter Estimates in an Non-identified Model 
with Some Accurate Stochastic Constraints. 
Mean 舰 
Value BAYl BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 MLE BAYl BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 MLE 
n =100 
M ( 2 1)=0 .80 0 . 7 9 0 . 7 8 0 . 79 0 . 78 0 . 78 0 . 07 0 . 0 8 0 . 08 0 . 0 8 0 . 09 
A 7 2 = 0 8 0 0 . 7 9 0 . 7 9 0 . 7 9 0 . 7 9 0 . 7 9 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 9 
i 1；2 =0 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 07 
5 5 =0 .36 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 35 0 . 07 0 . 0 7 0 . 07 0 . 07 0 . 07 
I 2 2 1 =0 .80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 07 0 . 07 0 . 07 0 . 0 7 0 . 08 
A2(7 2 =0 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 08 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 09 
f ^ a 2 =0 60 0 . 61 0 . 61 0 . 61 0 . 61 0 . 61 0 . 07 0 . 07 0 . 0 7 0 . 07 0 . 07 
5 5 =0 .36 0 . 37 0 . 3 7 0 . 37 0 . 37 0 . 37 0 . 08 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 08 0 . 0 8 
A 3 ( 2 I =0 80 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 08 0 . 09 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 9 0 . 09 
A3 7 2 =0 .80 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 08 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 09 
f s 1：2 =0 60 0 . 5 9 0 . 59 0 . 59 0 . 59 0 . 59 0 . 09 0 . 0 9 0 . 09 0 . 09 0 . 09 
二 : 5“ 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 4 0 . 3 4 0 . 3 4 0 . 3 4 0 . 3 4 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 
n =200 
A i ( 2 1 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
A 7：2 =0 .80 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 06 0 . 06 0 . 06 0 . 06 0 . 06 
$ 1 1 2 ) 二 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 
二 5 : 5 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 7 0 . 3 7 0 . 3 7 0 . 3 7 0 . 3 7 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
A2(2 1)=0 .80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 
>；^(7；2)=0.80 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 
$2(1 2 )=0 .60 0.60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 05 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 05 
5；5)=0.36 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
八3(2,1)=0.80 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
A3(7 2)=0 80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
$3(1,2)=0 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
屯 3(5’’5)=0.36 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
n =400 
A i (2 1)=0 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 
Ai(7’2)=0.80 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
$1(1 2)=0 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
^1(5；5)=0.36 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
A2(2 ,1)=0 .80 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 81 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 5 
A2(7 ,2)=0 .80 0 . 79 0 . 79 0 . 79 0 . 79 0 . 79 0 . 05 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
$2(1 2)=0 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
屯 2(5’,5)=0.36 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
A3(2 1)=0 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 05 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
A3(7 '2)=0 .80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 . 80 0 .80 0 .80 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
$3(1 ,2)=0 .60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 04 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
屯 3(5’,5)=0.36 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 
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Table 2. SE-RATIO of the Parameter Estimates in an Identified Model 
with Some Accurate Stochastic Constraints. 
SE-RATIO 
Sample Size True Par.Value BAYl BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 MLE 
A i ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 8 0 i T ^ 1 . 0 4 1 . 0 4 1 . 0 4 1 . 0 3 
A i ( 7 , 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 1 . 0 6 1 . 0 5 1 . 0 5 1 . 0 4 1 . 0 3 
$ i ( l , 2 ) = 0 . 6 0 1 . 0 6 1 . 0 6 1 . 0 6 1 . 0 6 1 . 0 6 
奶（5,5)=0.36 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 
A 2 ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 8 0 1 . 1 4 1 . 1 4 1 . 1 4 1 . 1 4 1 . 1 4 
n = 1 0 0 A 2 ( 7 , 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 9 6 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 
i $ 2 ( 1 2 ) = 0 . 6 0 1 . 0 7 1 . 0 8 1 . 0 8 1 . 0 8 1 . 0 8 
屯2(5 5 ) = 0 . 3 6 0 . 8 8 0 . 8 8 0 . 8 8 0 . 8 8 0 . 8 8 
A3(2’,1)=0.80 0 . 9 8 0 . 9 8 0 . 9 8 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 
A3(7,2)=0.80 1.02 1.01 1.02 1.01 1.00 
$3(1 2)=0.60 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 
^3(5；5)=0.36 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 _ _ 
A I (2 , 1 )=0 . 80 1 .21 1 .21 1 .21 1 .20 1 .20 
A i ( 7 , 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 9 6 0 . 9 6 0 . 9 6 0 . 9 6 0 . 9 6 
$1(1 2)=0.60 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
^ i ( 5 , 5 ) = 0 . 3 6 1 . 1 5 1 . 1 5 1 . 1 5 1 . 1 5 1 . 1 5 
A2(2,1)=0.80 1.10 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 
n . = 200 A2(7’2)=0 .80 1 .13 1 .12 1 . 12 1 . 12 ^ ^ 
i $2(1,23=0.60 1 .03 1 .03 1 .03 1 . 03 1 . 03 
^2(5,5)=0.36 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 
A3(2,1)=0.80 1.28 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29 
八3(7 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
$3(1 2)=0.60 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 
屯 3(5,5)二0.36 0 . 9 2 0 . 9 1 0 . 9 1 0 . 9 1 0 . 9 1 
A i ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 8 0 1 . 2 8 1 . 2 8 1 . 2 8 1 . 2 8 1 . 2 8 
A i ( 7 , 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 1 . 0 1 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 
$i(l,2)=0.60 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 
^ i ( 5 , 5 ) = 0 . 3 6 0 . 9 3 0 . 9 3 0 . 9 3 0 . 9 3 0 . 9 3 
A 2 ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 
n = 4 0 0 A 2 ( 7 , 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 
i $2(1 ,2)=0 .60 1 .09 1 .09 1 .09 1 .10 1 .10 
^ 2 ( 5 , 5 ) = 0 . 3 6 0 . 8 7 0 . 8 7 0 . 8 7 0 . 8 7 0 . 8 7 
A 3 ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 2 0 . 8 2 0 . 8 2 0 . 8 2 0 . 8 2 
A3(7’2)=0.80 1 . 1 2 1 . 1 3 1 . 1 3 1 . 1 3 1 . 1 3 
$3(1 2 ) = 0 . 6 0 0 . 9 4 0 . 9 4 0 . 9 4 0 . 9 4 0 . 9 4 
^ 3 ( 5 , 5 ) = Q . 3 6 1 . 2 1 1 . 2 1 1 . 2 1 1 . 2 1 1 . 2 1 
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Table 3. Summary of K-S test for N F ( e J and Parameter Estimates in an 
Identified Model with Some Accurate Stochastic Constraints. 
n 广 100 n 广200 n 广 400 
p-value no. of p-value no. of p-valu, no. of 
of NF(e ) parameter of N F ( e J parameter of NF(e^) parameter 
Method -k not normal not normal not normal 
BAYl 0.133 4 0.484 4 0.405 1 
BAY2 0.150 4 0.459 3 0.388 1 
BAY3 0.145 4 0.470 3 0.393 1 
BAY4 0.155 5 0.433 3 0.385 1 
MLE 0.142 4 0.431 3 0.385 1 
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Table 7. Mean and RMS of the Parameter Estimates in an Non-identified Model 
with Some Accurate Stochastic Constraints. 
Mean ^ ^ 
True — 
Value BAYl BAY2 BAYS BAY4 MLE BAYl BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 MLE 
n =100 
A i ( 2 1 ) = 0 8 0 0 . 7 7 0 . 7 7 0 . 7 7 0 . 7 8 0 . 7 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 9 
Ai 7 ^ 2 ) = 0 8 0 0 . 7 7 0 . 7 7 0 . 7 7 0 . 7 8 0 . 7 9 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 9 
$1 1 , 2 ) = 0 6 0 0 . 5 9 0 . 5 9 0 . 5 9 0 . 5 9 0 . 6 0 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 
屯1 5’5)=0.36 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 
八2(2,1)=0 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 8 
八2(7,2)=0.80 0 . 7 9 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 
1 , 2 ) = 0 : 6 0 0 . 6 1 0 . 6 1 0 . 6 1 0 . 6 1 0 . 6 1 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 
二 5 , 5 = 0 3 6 0 . 3 7 0 . 3 7 0 . 3 7 0 . 3 7 0 . 3 7 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 
A 3 2'l)=0'.80 0 . 8 3 0 . 8 2 0 . 8 2 0 . 8 2 0 . 8 1 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 
A3 7 ^ 2 = 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 4 0 . 8 2 0 . 8 3 0 . 8 2 0 . 8 1 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 
$3 1’2)=0.60 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 
奶（5l5)=0.36 0 . 3 4 0 . 34 0 . 34 0 . 34 0.34 0 . 07 0 . 07 0 . 07 0 . 07 0 .07 
n = 2 0 0 
A i ( 2 i ) = o 8 0 0 . 7 9 0 . 8 0 0 . 7 9 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
八i(7’2)=0 80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.81 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
$i(l’2)=0 60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
屯1(5,5)=0.36 0 . 3 7 0 . 3 7 0 . 3 7 0 . 3 7 0 . 3 7 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
A2(2’1)=0 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 
八2(7,2)=0.80 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 
$2(1’2)=0 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
屯2(5’5)=0 3 6 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
A3(2,1)=0 .80 0 . 83 0 . 82 0 . 82 0 . 82 0 .81 0 . 05 0 . 05 0 . 05 0 . 05 0 . 05 
八3(7’2)=0 8 0 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 
$3(1,2)=0.60 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0.60 0 . 0 5 0.05 0.05 0.05 0 . 0 5 
屯 3(5’,5)=0.36 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
n = 4 0 0 
A i ( 2 1 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 7 9 0 . 7 9 0 . 7 9 0 . 8 0 0 , 8 0 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 
八i(7’2)=0 80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
$i(l’2)=0.60 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 0 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
屯 i(5’’5)=0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
八2(2 1 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 5 
A 2 ( 7 : 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 7 9 0 . 7 9 0 . 7 9 0 . 7 9 0 . 7 9 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
$2(1 2)=0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
屯 2(5’’5)=0.36 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
八3(2 1)=0 8 0 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
八 3(7’2)=0.80 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
$3(1 2)=0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
屯 3(5’,5)=0.36 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 
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Table 7. Mean and RMS of the Parameter Estimates in an Non-identified Model 
with Some Accurate Stochastic Constraints. 
SE-RATIO 
Sample Size True Par.Value BAYl BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 MLE 
‘ A i ( 2 , l ) = 0 . 8 0 ^ 1 - 0 5 1 . 0 5 1 . 0 3 
Al( 7， 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 1 . 0 8 1 . 0 6 1 . 0 7 1 . 0 5 1 . 0 3 
$1(1,2)二0.60 1 . 0 9 1 . 0 8 1 . 0 8 1 . 0 7 1 . 0 6 
屯 i ( 5 , 5 ) = 0 . 3 6 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 
A 2 ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 8 0 1 . 1 4 1 . 1 4 1 . 1 4 1 . 1 4 1 . 1 4 
n = 1 0 0 A 2 ( 7 , 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 
i $2(1,2)=0.60 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 
屯2(5,5)=0.36 0 . 8 8 0 . 8 8 0 . 8 8 0 . 8 8 0 . 8 8 
八3(2,1)=0.80 0 . 9 6 0 . 9 6 0 . 9 6 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 
A3(7 2)=0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
$ 3 ( 1 2 ) = 0 . 6 0 0 . 8 6 0 . 8 7 0 . 8 7 0 . 8 7 0 . 8 8 
^ 3 ( 5 , 5 3 = 0 . 3 6 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 
A I ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 8 0 1 . 2 2 1 . 2 1 1 . 2 2 1 . 2 1 1 . 2 0 
A i ( 7 , 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 6 
$i(l,2)=0.60 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.95 
奶（5,5)=0.36 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 
A 2 ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 8 0 1 . 1 0 1 . 0 9 1 . 1 0 1 . 0 9 1 . 0 9 
n = 2 0 0 A 2 ( 7 , 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 1 . 1 3 1 . 1 2 1 . 1 3 1 . 1 2 1 . 1 2 
i $2(1,2)=0.60 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 
^^2(5,5)=0.36 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 
A 3 ( 2’1)= 0 . 8 0 1 . 2 7 1 . 2 8 1 . 2 7 1 . 2 8 1 . 2 9 
A 3 ( 7 , 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 9 8 0 . 9 9 0 . 9 9 0 . 9 9 1 . 0 0 
$3(1 2 ) = 0 . 6 0 0 . 9 9 0 . 9 9 0 . 9 9 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 1 
>1^3(5,5)=0.36 0 . 9 2 0 . 9 1 0 . 9 1 0 . 9 1 0 . 9 1 
A i ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 8 0 1 . 2 9 1 . 2 8 1 . 2 8 1 . 2 8 1 • 2 8 
A i ( 7 , 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 
$i(l,2)=0.60 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 
>I'i(5,5)=0.36 0 . 9 3 0 . 9 3 0 . 9 3 0 . 9 3 0 . 9 3 
A2(2,1)=0.80 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 
n = 4 0 0 A 2 ( 7 , 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 
i $2(1.2)=0.60 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.10 1.10 
>J2(5,5)=0.36 0 . 87 0 . 87 0 . 87 0 . 87 0 . 87 
A 3 ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 8 0 0 . 8 1 0 . 8 2 0 . 8 2 0 . 8 2 0 . 8 2 
A 3 ( 7 , 2 ) = 0 . 8 0 1 . 1 1 1 . 1 2 1 . 1 2 1 . 1 2 1 . 1 3 
$3(1,2)=0.60 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 
>M5,5)=0.36 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.21 
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Table 6. Summary of K-S test for NF(e^) and Parameter Estimates in an 
Identified Model with Some Inaccurate Stochastic Constraints. 
n =100 n.=200 n =400 
i 1 
p-value no. of p-value no. of p-valu， no. of 
of NF(e ) parameter of NF(e ) parameter of 
—Ir P 
一 k 一 Ac 
Method not normal not normal not normal 
BAYl 0.088 14 0.458 5 0.431 2 
BAY2 0.147 10 0.439 5 0.398 2 
BAY3 0.137 13 0.433 5 0.405 2 
BAY4 0.154 7 0.435 5 0.389 1 
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Table 7. Mean and RMS of the Parameter Estimates in an Non-identified Model 
with Some Accurate Stochastic Constraints. 
Mean ^ 
l a l L B A Y l ^ ^ B A Y 4 BAYl BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 
n =100 
A i ( l , l ) = 1 . 0 0 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 6 0 . 9 6 0 . 9 6 0 . 1 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 1 2 
A 3 2 =0 00 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 
J a 2 =0 60 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 
；1 4 : 4“ 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 3 0 , 3 3 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 3 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 
A2(2,1)=0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.06 
A2(2 2 =1 00 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
f ^ a 2 =0.60 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 
^ 2 ( 4 4 ) = 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 3 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 
A3(2 1)=0 00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
Ar(2 2)=1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
$ 3 ( 1 . 2 ) = 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 4 0 . 6 4 0 . 6 4 0 . 6 4 0 . 1 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 1 1 
^3(4,4)=0.36 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.06 0.06 0 . 0 6 _ 0 . 0 6 
n =200 
A i d 1)=1.00 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
八1(3 2 ) = 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 
$i(2’l)=0.60 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
少 1 ( 4 , 4 ) = 0 3 6 0 . 3 8 0 . 3 8 0 . 3 8 0 . 3 8 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
八 2 ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
八 2(2’2)=1 0 0 0 . 9 9 0 . 9 9 0 . 9 9 1.00 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 
$2(1’2)=0 60 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 
^^2(4’4)=0.36 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
A3(2’1)=0 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 
八3(2,2)=1 0 0 1.00 1 . 0 0 1.00 1.00 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
$3(1’2)=0.60 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
少 3(4’,4)=0.36 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 _ 0 . 0 5 
n =400 
Ai(l,l)=1.00 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
Ai(3 2)=0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
$i(1.2)=0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
屯 1(4 4 ) = 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
A2(2,1)=0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
A2(2,2)=1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
$2(1,2)=0.60 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
^'2(4,43=0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
A3(2,1)=0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
A3(2,2)=1 .00 0 . 99 0 . 99 0 . 99 0 . 99 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
$3(1,2)=0.60 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
屯3(4,4)=0.36 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 
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Table 7. Mean and RMS of the Parameter Estimates in an Non-identified Model 
with Some Accurate Stochastic Constraints. 
SE-RATIO 
Sample Size True Par.Value BAYl BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 
Ai(l 1)=1.00 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 
A i ( 3 : 2 ) = 0 . 0 0 0.87 0.87 0.87 0 . 8 7 
$i(l,2)=0.60 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 
屯 i ( 4’4)=0. 3 6 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
A 2 ( 2 : 1 ) = 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 4 1 . 0 4 1 . 0 4 1 . 0 4 
n = 100 八 2 ( 2 , 2 ) = 1 . 0 0 1 . 11 1 . 1 1 l - H M l 
i $2(1 2)=0.60 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 
屯 2(4’,4)二0.36 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 
A 3 ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 3 1 . 0 3 1 . 0 3 1 . 0 3 
A 3 ( 2 , 2 ) = 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 6 1 . 0 7 1 . 0 6 1 . 0 7 
$ 3 ( 1 ’ , 2 ) = 0 . 6 0 1 . 0 1 1 . 0 1 1 . 0 1 1 . 0 1 
屯3(4’4)=0.36 1.03 1.03 1 . 0 3 1. 0 3 
A i ( l , l ) = 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 
八 i(3’，2)=0.00 1 . 0 8 1 . 0 8 1 . 0 8 1 . 0 8 
$i(l,2)=0.60 1.18 1.18 1.18 1.18 
屯 i ( 4 : 4 ) = 0 . 3 6 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 
八2(2 1 ) = 0 . 0 0 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 
n = 200 A2(2,2)=1.00 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 
i $2(1,2)=0.60 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 
屯 2 ( 4 , 4 ) = 0 . 3 6 0 . 9 1 0 . 9 1 0 . 9 1 0 . 9 1 
八 3 ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 0 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 
八 3 ( 2 , 2 ) = 1 . 0 0 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 
$3(1,2)=0.60 1.11 1.11 1.11 1.11 
奶（4’4)=0.36 0 . 9 3 0 . 9 3 0 . 9 3 0 . 9 3 
A i ( l , l ) = 1 . 0 0 1 . 1 3 1 . 1 3 1 . 1 3 1 . 1 3 
A i ( 3 , 2 ) = 0 . 0 0 0 . 9 4 0 , 9 4 0 . 9 4 0 . 9 4 
$i(l,2)=0.60 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 
^i(4,4)=0.36 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 
A 2 ( 2’1) = 0 . 0 0 1 . 1 5 1.15 1.15 1.15 
n = 400 A2(2,2)=1.00 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 
1 $2(1,2)=0.60 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 
少 2 ( 4 : 4 ) = 0 . 3 6 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 
A3(2 ,1)=0 .00 0 . 9 3 0 . 94 0 . 9 3 0 . 9 4 
A 3 ( 2 , 2 ) = 1 . 0 0 0 . 9 8 0 . 9 8 0 . 9 8 0 . 9 8 
$3(1,2)=0.60 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
^3(4,4)=0.36 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
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Table 9. Summary of K-S test for NF(6^) and Parameter Estimates in 
Non-identified Model with Some Accurate Stochastic Constraints. 
n =100 n =200 n =400 
i i 1 
p-value no. of p-value no. of p-value no. of 
八 A A 
of NF(e ) parameter of NF(e ) parameter of 
Method not normal not normal not normal 
BAYI 0.021 1 0.419 0 0.524 0 
BAY2 0.022 0 0.418 0 0.524 0 
BAY3 0.022 0 0.418 0 0.524 0 
BAY4 0.022 0 0.418 0 0.524 0 
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Table 10. Mean and RMS of the Parameter Estimates in an Non-identified Model 
with Some Inaccurate Stochastic Constraints. 
Mean ^ 
l a l L B A Y l ^ ^ B A Y 4 BAYl BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 
n =100 
A i d 1)=1,00 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.12 
Ai(3,2)=0.00 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 
$1 1’2)=0 60 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 
奶（4’4)=0 3 6 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 3 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 8 
A2(2,1)=0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.06 
A2 2^2 =1.00 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
$ 2 1 , 2 = 0 . 6 0 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 
屯2(4,4)=0.36 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 3 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 
A3(2’1)=0.00 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
A3 2 2)=1.00 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
$3(1 2)=0.60 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 
屯 3 ( 4 : 4 ) = 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 6 _ _ 0 . 0 6 
n =200 
M ( 1 1)=1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.01 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 
Ai(3’2)=0 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0。07 0.07 0.07 
$i(2,l)=0.60 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
^ri(4’4)=0.36 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
八2(2’1)=0 00 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 4 
A2(2,2)=1 00 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
$2(1,2)=0.60 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 
屯 2 ( 4 , 4 ) = 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
八3(2’1)=0 00 - 0 . 0 1 - 0 . 0 2 - 0 . 0 2 - 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 5 
八 3(2’2)=1 00 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
$3(1’2)=0.60 0 . 6 4 0 . 6 4 0 . 6 4 0 . 6 4 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 0 . 0 9 
屯 3 ( 4’, 4 ) = 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 3 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 
n =400 
A i d 1)=1.00 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
八1(3 2)=0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
$i(l’2)=0 60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
屯 i(4’4)=0.36 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
A2(2,1)=0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
A2(2,2)=1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
$2(1,2)=0.60 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
屯2(4,4)=0.36 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0.36 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 
A3(2,1)=0.00 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
A3(2,2)=1 .00 1 .01 1.01 1 .01 1 .01 0 . 0 4 0.04 0.04 0.04 
$ 3 ( 1 . 2 ) = 0 . 6 0 0 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 0 . 0 7 
屯3(4,4)=0.36 I 0 . 3 6 0 . 3 6 0.36 0 . 3 6 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 
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Table 7. Mean and RMS of the Parameter Estimates in an Non-identified Model 
with Some Accurate Stochastic Constraints. 
SE-RATIO 
Sample Size True Par.Value BAYI BAY2 BAY3 BAY4 
Ai(l,l)=1.00 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 
A i ( 3 , 2 ) = 0 . 0 0 0 . 8 7 0 . 8 7 0 . 8 7 0 . 8 7 
$i(l,2)=0.60 1.09 1.08 1.09 1.08 
少 i ( 4 , 4 ) = 0 . 3 6 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
八2(2,1)=0.00 1 . 0 4 1 . 0 4 1 . 0 4 1 . 0 4 
n = 100 A2(2,2)=1.00 1.11 1,11 l - H l . n 
i $2(1,2)=0.60 1.07 1.06 1.07 1.06 
少 2 ( 4 , 4 ) = 0 . 3 6 1 . 1 2 1 . 1 2 1 . 1 2 1 . 1 2 
A 3 ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 0 0 . 8 9 0 . 8 8 0 . 8 8 0 . 8 8 
A3(2 ,2)=1 .00 1 .08 1 .08 1 .08 1 .09 
$3(1,2)=0.60 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 
^3(4,4)=0.36 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 
A i ( l , l ) = 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 
Ai(3,2)=0.00 1.09 1.08 1.08 1.08 
$ i ( l , 2 ) = 0 . 6 0 1 . 1 9 1 . 1 9 1 . 1 9 1 . 1 9 
v?i(4,4)=0.36 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 
八2(2,1)=0.00 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 
n = 200 A2(2,2)=1.00 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 
1 $2(1,23=0.60 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 
^2(4,43=0.36 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 
A 3 ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 1 1 . 0 1 1 . 0 1 1 . 0 1 
八 3 ( 2 , 2 ) = 1 . 0 0 1 . 1 5 1 . 1 5 1 . 1 5 1 . 1 5 
$ 3 ( 1 , 2 ) = 0 . 6 0 0 . 9 0 0 . 9 0 0 . 9 0 0 . 9 0 
^3(4,4)=0.36 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 
A i ( l , l ) = 1 . 0 0 1 . 1 3 1 . 1 3 1 . 1 3 1 . 1 3 
A i ( 3 , 2 ) = 0 . 0 0 0 . 9 4 0 . 9 4 0 . 9 4 0 . 9 4 
$1(1,2)=0.60 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 
屯 i ( 4 , 4 ) = 0 . 3 6 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 
A 2 ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 0 1 . 1 6 1 . 1 6 1 . 1 6 1 . 1 5 
n. = 400 A2(2,2)=1.00 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 
1 $2(1,2)=0.60 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 
屯 2 ( 4 , 4 ) = 0 . 3 6 1 . 1 7 1.17 1 . 1 7 1 . 1 7 
A3(2,1)=0.00 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 
A 3 ( 2 , 2 ) = 1 . 0 0 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 7 
$3(1,2)=0.60 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 
^3(4,43=0.36 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
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Table 12. Summary of K-S test for NF(e^) and Parameter Estimates in 
Non-identified Model with Some Inaccurate Stochastic Constraints. 
n =100 n =200 n =400 
i i 1 
p-value no. of p-value no. of p-value no. of 
of NF(e ) parameter of NF(e^) parameter of NF(e ) parameter 
Method not normal not normal not normal 
BAYl 0.022 0 0.428 0 0.529 0 
BAY2 0.022 0 0.421 0 0.525 0 
BAY3 0.022 0 0.423 0 0.527 0 
BAY4 0.022 0 0.419 0 0.524 0 
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Table 13. Covariance Matrices in the Example. 
Covariance matrix of group 1: (Pasteur High) 
0 92 0.20 0.22 0.30 0.35 0.35 0.21 -0.02 0.09 
0 20 0.74 0.19 0.04 0.21 0.09 0.01 -0.01 -0.12 
0 22 0.19 0.98 0.22 0.19 0.11 -0.07 -0.14 -0.06 
0 30 0.04 0.22 0.93 0.69 0.57 0.09 0.05 0.15 
0.35 0.21 0.19 0.69 1.12 0.70 0.12 0.09 0.02 
0 35 0.09 0.11 0.57 0.70 1.02 0.12 0.03 0.12 
0 21 0.01 -0.07 0.09 0.12 0.12 1.01 0.21 0.15 
-0 02 -0.01 -0.14 0.05 0.09 0.03 0.21 1.22 0.32 
0.09 -0.12 -0.06 0.15 0.02 0.12 0.15 0.32 1.00 
Covariance matrix of group 2: (Grant-White High) 
1 06 0.28 0.37 0.32 0.21 0.29 0.49 0.21 0.46 
0 28 0.74 0.16 0.21 0.13 0.18 0.26 0.01 0.26 
0 37 0.16 1.13 0.33 0.28 0.36 0.33 0.17 0.45 
0 32 0.21 0.33 1.02 0.57 0.60 0.18 0.06 0.12 
0 21 0.13 0.28 0.57 0.84 0.58 0.18 0.18 0.07 
0 29 0.18 0.36 0.60 0.58 1.10 0.30 0.16 0.20 
0 49 0.26 0.33 0.18 0.18 0.30 0.96 0.37 0.37 
0 21 0.01 0.17 0,06 0.18 0.16 0.37 1.08 0.49 
0.46 0.26 0.45 0.12 0.07 0.20 0.37 0.49 1.14 
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Table 14. Parameter Estimates of Bayesian Estimate. 
•1.00 0.54 0.80 0 . 0 0 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 O.OO" 
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.08 1.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 , 
1 2 Q 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.92 1.22 _ 
. [ 0 . 3 3 1 八 p . 4 7 • 
$ = 0.28 0.62 ^ ^ 0.29 0.53 » 
1 0.02 0.08 0.21 0.38 0.14 0.36_ 
Diag(ii) = (0.58 0.64 0.80 0.35 0.32 0.43 0.79 0.96 0.69) 
DiagCi ) = (0.61 0.62 0.80 0.43 0.29 0.49 0.61 0.86 0.61) 
2 
Chi-squared value = 49.29 with 54 degrees of freedom 
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Table 15. Parameter Estimates of Maximum Likelihood Estimate. 
•1 00 0.53 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00' 
A = A = 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.08 1.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 , 
1 2 1^0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.91 1.21. 
. r o . 3 4 ] 八 「 0 . 4 7 • 
$ = 0.28 0.62 ^ = 0.29 0.53 , 
1 0.02 0.08 0.20 0.39 0.14 0.37^ 
D i a g ( \ ) = (0.57 0.64 0.80 0.34 0.33 0.42 0.85 1.01 0.72) 
DiagCi^^ = (0.62 0.61 0.80 0.44 0.28 0.50 0.57 0.82 0.59) 
Chi-squared value = 48.82 with 54 degrees of freedom 
- 8 0 -
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